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Abstract
It is generally accepted that if a company's stock
oontrol and shop floor oontrol systems are inadequate or
they operate inefficiently, then both productivity and
profit potential within the company will inevitably be
low. S~ch a company was investigated and the results
presented in this report showed that the company's profile
gives Oause for conoern. A study of the company's
operating prooedures showed that it Was operated in a
static, paper driven environment which resulted in both an
inadequate stock control system and a chaotio shop floor
control system.
This projeot report looks at the feasibility of
introducing a menu driven data base to operate an order
point inventory system withi I an independent demand
environment, as well as m~nitoring shop flOOr aotivity.
Th~ introduotion of the data base would result in a
dynamio. realtime shop floor control system. By using the
data base the stock level, oould be reduced by as much as
77 peroent from present levels and the stOre oould be run
on modern stock control methods without the store managers
having any knowledge of stock control. As a result of
introducing the stock control system it was anticipated
that the time to train staff would also bf reduced
substantially, the company oould now acoount for every
expense incurred and the opportunities for pilferage would
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be greatly reduced.
The computer package was written in such a manner that
oo~putAr recommendations could be overwritten by system
users, thus the human element was retained and stores
personnel would n ot be givell the feeling of being
redundant. The introduction of this data base would allow
the oompany to respond to challenges an problems in a
dYnamio and aoourate way.
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1 Introduction
This project report deals with a oom~any whose future
seemed bleak and had been running at a loss for two years.
This company is a ve~y small subsidiary company of a large
parent company, teferred to in this report as Ra~l. Sot.n
the names of the parent and subsidiary company at~
fiotitious, since the company did not ~ant to be mentioned
by its proper name, for reason~ which will become clear
when reading the report.
The company, Loco, is responsible for the maintenance of
all Rail vehicles on the Witwatersrand. These vehioles
range from trucks and four wh~el drive vehicles to
moto~bikes. Loco is able to maintain any vehicle which is
part of the Rail organisation; but cs.nnnt service any
vehicle which is not awned by this organisation.
Looo is located on the out~kirts of Johannesburs, on a
property of s?proximately ten a~res. The company buildinss
are two large hangers and an office b.lcck,'the remr;dIder
of the property provides parking bays for vehioles. Looo
employs aPPrDximatel, 200 people of which only 80 are
olassified as permanent staff.
The temporarV staff turnover is in the region of 200% per
annum, as a result the majori~y of the temporary staff are
unskilled and are assiSned to administrative work and
staff the store. Seventy of the permanent staff members
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are artisans and the remaining ten occupy managerial
positions. With such a large staff and premises, it is
possible for Loco to carry out major repairs on vehicles.
The word vehicle in the rest of this project report shall
be deemed to mean any mode of mechanised road transport,
ran~ins from a 20 ton truok to a 500co motorbike.
Majo~ repairs involv8 rebuilding a vehicle from the
ohas~is upwards, which inoorporates meohanical,
electrical, panelbeat~ng and spravPBinting work, beoause
Looo has the facilities to cater for all repairs, it ~eans
that any vehicle which oannot be repaired on Looo premises
by Looo staff. will be sorapped.
Loco oPerates in a maintenanoe environment, it is
therefore neoeSi~~y that the workshop stock sUffioient
spares for all the different types of vehioles it may have
to maintain.
The words: spares, stock and inventory carry the same
meening wh3rever used in this project report.
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Z Company background, policy and procedures
2.1 Company backgnound and policy
Rail is a large organisation and through its subsidiary
companies is involved in every facet of the eocnomy. All
vehicles belonging to Rail subsidiary companien must be
maintained at Rail workshops; and in the oase of the
Witwatersrand, the company Loco runs the workshop.
2.1.1 Categories of repair
The aim of the workshop is to repair ia as short a period
as possible any out of commission vehioles. The two
categories of repair which take place at the No£kshop are,
pro-active repair and remedial repair. Pro-active repair
tasks are preplanned and represent scheduled repair tasks
based on hours worked or kilometers traveled. Remedial
repairs are unscheduled repairs which are totally reactive
and oan not be preplanned.
The repair tasks can be split into one of the two above
mentioned categories, but, the aotual work done on a
vehicle is fUrther classified, depending on the make of
vehiole. All work which is oarried out on a four wheel
drive vehicle, is classified as being a "B" job, and all
work done on two wheel drive v~hicles, is classified as
being a "D" job.
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2.1.2 Industrial ~epair
The repair of assemblies and sub-assemblies is oarried out
by specialised firms, which are not Rail subsidiary
companies. Rail does not have a subsidiary company to do
these repairs because these repairs do not Occur
frequently enough to warrant this. The definition
accordilg to Rail policy far an assembly and sub-assembly
are given below.
a) Assembly: a combination of parts which usually is
provided in assembled form, for example, the gear-box
of a vehicle.
b) Sub-assembly: an assembly which forms a smaller part of
a piec~ of equipment or a larger assembly) for
example, the flywheel which forms part of the clutch.
2.2 Company procedures
2.2.1 Company stores procedures
2.2,1.1 Stores policy
The aim of the company's stor.e procedures are the
following:
a) To have spare parts and accessories available in the
workshop when required.
b) To provide a simple accounting sYstem which requires
minimum manpower ~d time) in orde~ to keep it up
to date.
c) TO bring about the speedy return of serviceable as
-4-
well as repairable stock.
2.2.1.2 stores classification
All spares fall into one of two categories, which are:
a) "A" class items: these are referred to as accountable
items or capital items, because they can be repaired or
reused.
b) "E" class items: these ar e items which are considered
to be expendable items or consumables.
2.2.1.3 Requirements for stOck classification
a) As soon as the rate of consumption of an "A" 01" 'E"
class item indicates that it warrants having a stock
thereof, then minimum and maximum stock notches must
be determined and stock oan he carried in the store.
b) A mOVemont of six or more per yea~ oan be used as a
meaSUre to reclassifY a non-stock item to a stock
Hem.
2.2.1.4 Definition of stock notches
a) Stock notohes are determined with due allowanoe of
delivery time, and actual tUrnover of the specifio
part.
b) Notches must be based on the actual turnover of an
item over a period of three months.
c) The minimum notch is half the maximum notch.
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2.2.1.5 Accounting procedures
a) Stores are classified as accountable "A" cls.ss or
expendable "E" class items.
b) Main ledger accounts are kept fo~ .tems classified as
accountable.
c) Bin oards are used to monitor stock quantities and
reorder points for both "A" and "E" class
inventory.
d) 8in cards are kept in the same bin as the spares.
e) A bin card contains the following information:
-Item control number for spare part.
-Description/official name of item.
-Current bin number.
-The quantity in stock.
-The cost price of the spare.
-Minimum stock notch.
-Maximum stock notch.
-End item for which the spare is intended.
-Units of measurability.
2.2.1.6 Classification of stores
Items classified as being accountable are always
reflected in the main ledg~r account. These items
include workshop equipment and tools as well as main and
sub-assembliec-:.
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2.2.2 Repair p~ocedures
The s equenoe of operations that are carried 01'; t in
repairing a vehicle are illustrated in figure 2.1 and
explained in the subsequent sections.
2.2.2. 1 Can in
A written request for work to be carried out on a vehicle,
in the case of pro-active repair, is sent to the Loco
planning office from one of Rail's subsidiary companies.
As soon as there is manpower and space available in the
workshop, then thG company who sent in the request is
given two days notice to deliver their vehicle to the
workshop. In the event of a vehicle breaking down on the
road or of not being able to be driven to the Workshop,
then Loco sends out a recovery team to bring these
vehicles back to the workshop. When the situation arises
that a vehicle has broken down on the road then the
procedures of having a written request etc., are not
followed, and the vehicle is then repaired as Soon as
possible.
2.2.2.2 In-inspection
For every vehicle received at the w~rkshop a full
technical inspection is darried out. This inspection is
carried out according to the standards and techniques, as
laid dOwn in the teohnical inspection report for Band D
vehioles, DD 1628 (see appendix A). For every item in the
-7-
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I
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VEHICLE CALLED IN ]
IN-T.NSPECTION
INSPECTION REPORT
ROUTED TO PLANNING OFFICE
YES
WORK IN PROGRESS
/
JOB CARD PREPARED
OUT I~SPECTION
-1
YES _J VEHICL~ RELEASED
Figure 2 ..1 Steps involved with repairing a vehicle
technical in~l?ecti.onreport, for which there is a defect,
the artisan doing the inspection mr-st decide whether the
defect is serviceable or repairable, and the must specify
how the service or repair should take place. The artisan
then estimates the amount of time for the job, usi~g a set
of standard times, and lists any spares or consumables
required to oomplete the work. This inspection can take
anything up to eight hours to complete.
2.2.2.3 Planning office
The completed ins~ection report is then routed to the
planning office, where a clerk has the job of completing a
job card, DD 1813 (see appendix A), and filling out a
store inuent form, DD 1873. All the ~ork which is requi~eJ
to be carried out is written on the left hand Side of the
job card as well as the times required for each task. The
tasks are filled in on the job card, in four distinct
categories. These categories describt he type of work
which has to be done. The categories are mechanical,
electrical, spraYl?ainting and panelbeating work. Spares
whioh are requested by the artisan who did the
in-inspection, are ordered from the store b) filling in a
store indent fer,. The indent form must then be approved
by the planning manager before being sent to the store for
processing. The actual time taken for an indent for~ to
get from the planning clerk to the store can take up to
five days, from the time the procedUre is initiated.
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2.2.2.4 Stores
Work can not be started on a vehicle until all the
reguireo spares are available. As soon as the stores
indent form is reoeived, all the spares required for the
job are retrieved, and placed in a holding bin
speoifically for that job. Once a week there is a meeting
held between the stores and planning managers to review
the progress on the ordering an" receiving of spares for
jobs which don't have a 100% fill ~ut. Jobs can be held up
for anything up to two months whilst waiting for a
complete fill out on spar~s.
2.2.2.5 Work done
When work starts on a job, a oomplete record of the work
done is filled in on the job card next to the original
task as well as the actual time taken. If a specific task
Wa& overlooked during the initial inspeotion, for example,
a Yaulty fuel pump, chen this task in added by the foreman
who also prepares a new stores inde~t form. When a section
of work is finished, for exampla, the mechanioal work,
then the vehicle together with its job card are sent to
the next section. The work is oarried out in a specifio
order, beginning at the meohanical department, then
panelbeating, followed by electrioal and spraypaintl0g
work.
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2.2.2.6 Oue inspection
When the vehicle has passed through all the sections it
then UndflrgoeS a -i;urtheri;!cpection before it is returned
to its original owners. The purpose of this inspection is
to eusur e that all the t asks which were listed at the
in-inspection have be~n compldted, If some tasks have not
been finished properly then the Lnspe o+...r draws up a
"rejeot" job card also on a DD 1873. The rejected vehicle
is then sent to the sections who had worl{ whioh failed the
final inspeotion. Once the vehicle has passed the out or
final inspection it II released. Throughout the entire
repair all impnrtant dates and times are reoorded in a
workshop journal, DD 1633 (see appendix A). The job oard
for the job which has been released is then archived.
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3 AnalYsis of company operation
In the last two years the company (LoCQ) has made no
profit, in spite of which it is still doing business. The
reason for this is that Rail, have subsidised Loco over
the bleak two year period. As a result of the past record
of 1000, questions such as!
a) Is there enough repair work to justify continued
operation by Loco ?
b) Can the ourrent rate of subsidY be continued?
0) DeBS the strategio necessity outweigh financial
considerations?
These questions, and others, are typioal of the questions
being posed by financial management. However, it was the
prevailing view of the parent organisation that Loco
provided an essential servioe that oould not be disposed
with. Therefore Loco was to be kept in operation. It was
established that there was no need for the company to seek
outside work as there was more than SUffioient repair work
for full operation of Loco. The reasons for the operating
loss were perceived to be as a result of 'ross
mismanagement at Loco.
Within every oel1, organisation, oompany or oommunity that
is having diffiou1ties, there is always one or two major
problems whioh must be solved first, before the smaller
problurns oan be clearly seen, analysed and solved. In ths
case of Looo, it was found to be an inventory problem,
-12-
3.1 Inventory ~anagenent at Looo.
whioh haJ then permeated into the different aspeots of
&hop floor oontrol, such as the monitoring of shop floor
aotivity, quality problems and throughput.
The number of different A and E class items in the store
exoeeds 40 000. and a total stock value whioh exceeds
fifteen ~illion rand. With such a large amount of spares,
it is not possible to manage them on an outdated,
cumplioated and paper driven system.
3.1.1 Stores staff
Th, store staff consists of one store manager and his
aS3istant, both of whom are permanent staff members. These
two permanent staff members are assisted by four teruporary
$taff members. These six people are responsible for
running the entire store, and oarrYi~g out the following
tasks:
a) Initiating orders to purchase additional spares.
b) Accepting and processing invoices for payment.
0) Receiving, unpacking and cheoking goods against the
order.
d) Receiving new stock into the store and updatins the
respeotive stock recotds.
e) Issuing stook to the shop floor; This involves the
determination of part location and unit cost in one of
the five stock catalogues.
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Due to the large volume of spares, and having the high
workload, it is humanly impossible, using a paper driven
system to provide the following information at a rapid
enough rate to plan and sohedule the maintenance jobs on a
dynamic basis:
* Current stock
* Demand fo~ stock over a period of time
* Amounts of stock ordered
* Delivery date of stock ordered.
The above information can only be provided in an
environment that is not hectic and has well trained
personnel. At present the four temporary people are only
used for issuing of stock to the shop floor, packing
deliveries onto shelves, and updating the bin cards when
either of these actions takes plaoe. The other tasks
mentioned earlier. when discussing sto~es staff's duties,
as well as the information required to run a dynamic
planning sohedule, are oarried out by the two permanellt
staff members.
The training for the temporarY staff, is on the job
training, which is provided for them by .heir fellow
temporary staff membdrs. The new temporary staff, firstly.
have a serious motivation proble~ as they do not want to
work for Loto in the first place, and this ShoNS up in
-14-
many aspects of their work. It takes most the temporary
members a few weeks to learn how the store works, where
the bins are, how to use the catalogues and update stock
cards etc. Inexperienced temporary staff have been known
to take up to five hours, to find three stoak items. The
temporary staff members have been found to get very
frustrated in this job and this has resulted in the
following occurrenoes becominS Jommon practice:
a) Artisans waiting up to an llour for a store man to
retrieve a sinSle stock item.
b) Artisans will be told the spare is not In stock, since
the work involved; looking through a oatalogue,
locating the bin. fil~ins in the price on the store
indent and updatins the bin card is too much work for
the store man.
c) Jobs are costed incorrectly when it comes to the cost
of spares, since the store man will often just give a
fictitious price rather than finding the correct price.
d) The temporary staff will often not be bothered with
goins to the effort of fillins in bin cards correctly
or tellinS the store manager to reorder when bins are
low, since they have no feeling of loyalty towards the
company. The store manager will not know on his own to
reorder an item if it is low, sin~e he does not have
the time to check every individual item, and he must
therefore rely on the tempot~ry staff to fulfill this
duty. Stock outs, with no order yet havins been plaoed
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for new stock, are an every day occurrence.
s) Masses of paperwork hinder the perm~nent staff in being
able to determine, dates of spares arrivals and being
able to follow up spares qUeries. Consequently bins
spend lengthy periods standing empty.
3.1.2 Stock control
No definite system of stock control is used by Loco,
although an attempt is made to use a combination of the
periodic review and the fixed order systemG. Neither of
these systems is used properly, The shortoomings in the
application of the fixed order system, i.e. the bin cards,
were discussed in the previous section. The periodiu
review system used is the Min-~~x system.
The Min-Max system is not used properly, and this is dUe
to the large amount of paperwork generated, the
demotivated, untrained staff and the physioal size of the
store. This has resulted in company policy towards stock
notches not being applied, and hence the maximum level is
not updated eVery three months and not is the minimum
level determined with safety stock in mind. When stock
notohes are updated then it is done by the store manager
or his assistant. The maximum notch is determined on the
basis of an "irritation level", Hhioh means, that When the
store man gets irritated with reordering the same item to
often or he finds he has run out of ~took on a particular
item which is seldom used, he will then stop himself from
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getting irritated, by setting an unrealistically high
maximum. A tesult of the above action is that some items
are grossly overstocked and order quantities are much to
large.
It was found that the store manager and his assistant did
not even understand the whole conoept of stock oontrol,
how to work out maximum and minimum notches, and why it
was even necessary to have stock notches. Through a study
of store procedure it was found, that even if the
personnel did understand how to determine stock notches
they would still never be able to do it because they would
not have the time due to the masses of paperwork they have
to work through every day.
In the present stores administration system the exoess of
paperwork and general administrative tasks prevent suoh
essential tasks as oyole counting being performed. The
results of this are displayed when bin cards carry
incorrect information and are found in the wrong bins.
This results in premature stock outs, the wrong spares
being ordered and exoessive pilferage not being noticed
until a stock out.
A spare can not be issued for a job unless a valid job
card and store indent form exist. The reason is that
without a valid job card and hence a valid job number it
is impossible to aocount for what has happened to the
-17-
spares, i.e. the auditors will not be able to d~termine
for which job the spares Were used. What happenF in
praotice, is that for small emergency re~airs such as ~
tyre puncture, the artisan will often bypass the planning
office, go straight to the store and get himself a spare
tube without even filling in a store indent or having a
job card. This means a lot of paperwork has been bypassed
and Loco will have provided the client with 8 quick
service, however, with no job card, Loco cannot account
for that artisans hours and nor can they account for that
spare. It has been found that in the case of a big job
which has alreadY been in progress for a period of time,
some additional, and essential spares have not been
ordered. The artisan will then often gO to the store
without a store indent and demand the spare; promising the
store man he will bring the store indent form later.
1'he above has shown two honest cases of how spares can
disappear without being noticed. This lack of oontrol,
however. leaves the store wide open to pilferage, and
without regular cycle counting as well as proper
completion of stock cards pilferage can become a serious
problem. As an exercise, an attempt was made to determine
on what jobs a particular SPare was used for in a three
month period. This involved having to recall all the
stores indent forms for that period from the stores indent
form archive, and then traoking down twelve digit part
numbers on the store's indent focm in an attempt to find
-lb'·
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the particular spare. This job is almost an impossibility
sia{e one finds this archive does not have any form of
filing system and it is also easy for store's indent forms
to get lost. This exercise showed that pilferage could be
rife within the store and it would be extremely difficult
When a stores indent form is received by the store for a
new job, then the following procedure is followed. The
spares which are needed for the job and are present in the
store, are retrieved from their bins and placed into a
holding bin assigned to that particular job number. Once
there is a 100% fill out fer the stores order then work
can begin on the job. The shortcomings of this system are
best illustrated by the following hypothetical example.
-Job No 1 requires spares A, B, C
-Job No 2 requires spares C, D, E
The present situation in the store is the folluwing:
The stores indent form for job No 1, is received fir~L by
this job, from the store, and having placed them in the
the store. After having retrieved the available spares for
holding bin, it is seen that job No 1 has a 66% fill out.
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The present situation in the store is now the following:
~
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The stores indent form for job No 2, is received second by
the store. After having retrieved the available spares for
this job, from the store, and having placed them in the
holding bin, it is seen that job No 2 has a 66% fill out,
since there is no longer any C items in the store.
The present situation in the store is now the following:
~
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o
If a stati~ FIFO (first in first out) system did not exist
then it would have been possible to fill the spares order
for job No 2, and then there would only have been a 33%
fill out for job No 1. This would have meant work could
have started immediatelY on job No 2, but with the present
FIFO, method work can not begin on either job.
3.2 Shop floor control system.
The only method of monitoring shop flOor activity is by
the workshop journal. The journal only records start and
finish date: for the jobs. It does not record how many
hours have already been worked on a job that is in process
nbr does it record what section is presently working on
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the job. This static system allows the shop floor a lot of
freedom to continue as they p1~ase since actual hours
worked can not be accurately followed up every morning by
management during production meetings, and therefore
management has to rely on word of mouth as to the progress
of the job. This results in jobs taking much longer than
the estimated times which are indi~ated on the job card.
Shop floor contTol is also too lax with regard to the
following aspects:
a) Quality problems: a lot of jobs havp, to be reworked but
it is difficult to determine exactly how many, since
the reject job cards always go "mysteriously" missing.
Even when reject job cards are drawn UP by the planning
office and not by the out inspector, it is found that
by the time the job cards get to the shop floor all the
rejects have already been reworked. The artiSan then
dpnies having had any rejects and the root oause of the
~roblem is never solved.
0) Job catds are archived according to jwb number and not
vehicle registration. As in the case of attempting to
find a stores indent form it is mostly impossible to
retrieve a vehicles last job card. This therefore does
not allow management to find out if they have a
recurring problem due to inadequate records.
Loco is now in the pOGition of being able to identify its
problems and must no~ start to get the house in order. The
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symp~thetic audience which they have been givell by Rail
will not oont~lue for very much longer and it is therefore
of tantamount importanoe that management look at resolving
their problems.
-22-
4 LITERATURE SURVEY
~
Workshop management is a very broad topic which cov~rs a
range of topics suoh a8 shop floor control, advanced
computer s)~tems, produotion planning etc, One of the most
important topios in this area of study is that of stock
control, since the most adv&nced operations systems within
a workshop will be to no avail if inventory oontrol is
inad~quate,
4.1 Introduotion to inventory
The question of investing in inventor-ies is one of the
most difficult questions to answer. According to
Horgan <1963>, some of the most common view~ found within
a company when it came to inventory Were that the company
was out of stock too often or had too much oapital tied up
in inventories, Other views were that st~rage ¢osts w~re
too high but business was being lost as a result of low
inventories, exoessive dead inventory exists and high
premium freight oosts eXlsted due to a laok of inventory.
The above views and the frequency with whioh they have
been rp~~ated shows the manv oonfliots of interest whioh
appear in most inVentory systems. Confliots such as those
mentioned) have been resolved by considering certain
unoertainties, su¢h as:
a) Should a oompany have inventories.
b) What should the inventories be.
0) What is the correct inventory level for a product.
d) What meaSUreS should be used to control inventories.
e) The measurement of inventory performanoe.
Companies have found the easiest way to solve these issues
has been to adopt a systematio approach whioh fell in line
with the oompany's overall objectives.
Greene <1970>, oonsidered that an investment in inventory
Was made for one of two reasons; firstly, inventory makes
it possible to produDe lOods at some distanoe fram
consumers and/or suppliers; and secondly, the existenoe of
inventory provides management with the flexibility to
decouple successive produotion and distribution systems:
movement and organisation inventories.
Hagee <1956>, argued that inventories could be classified
into two categoriesj either movement or organisation
inventories. Movement inventories exist because of the
time that is taken to manufaoture products or to transport
goods from one looation to another. Inventory of thio kind
is referred to as work-in-process (WIP) within the
manufaoturing environment, and wher~ aBed for
transportation Purposes they are referred to as in-transit
or ~ipelin~ inventories. ~he purpose of organ1sation
inventories has been to deoouple suocessive stages in the
production and distribution systems.
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The different types of organisation inventories are:
a) Antioipation stock: Products that have been found to
require these type of stocks are ones whose markets
exhibit seasonal patterns of demand and whose
production (or supply) is more uniform.
b) Cycle stock: Inventory that is purchased in larger
amounts than was required to satisfy immediate
re~~iremcnts is referrect to as cycle stock,
e) Safety stock: Stock Qf this type has been found to
provide protection against irregularities or
unneztaintieF in th~ demand or supply of an item,
Safoty stook has meant insuranoe that oustomer demand
oould be sati~fied immediatelY and that customers
wou ld not have to wt'J.it while their orders were
baokloggc..d.
Greene <1970>however. considered inventory to be made up
of three basic classes, raw materi~ls, work in prog~es~
Bnd finished soods. Raw materials were defined as
materials that were purohased to be fUrther prooessed,
Components or assemblies whioh were purohased outside
e.lthough classified separately were nlOstly oonsidered as
raw materials. Worl~ in pl'ocese;is 1:r.anseen as ra.w
materials that have had labour and burden added to them
and then await f~rther precessing into finished goods.
Finished goods are produots available for delivery, The
above three olasse~ of inventory can be seen as falling
into both classes 0' inventory which were defined by Hagee
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(1956) as movement and organisation inventories. Movement
and organisation inventories in turn form part of a
d.pendent and independent demand inventory system. These
relationships bet~een the different inventories is
summarised in figure 4.1.
Vollman <1984>, saw a dependent demand existing more in a
manufacturing environment ~here the demand for raw
materials and component items was a derived demand ~hich
could be calculated exactly once the assembly and
fabrication production schedules were determined.
Independent demand inventory management deals with the
management of non manufacturing inventories, ~hich
includes finished goods at the factorY or in field
Harehouses, spare patt inventories, and non produotiol'l
items such as supplies and maintenance materials. The
difference between an independent demand inventorY and a
dependent demand inventory lies in the source of demand
for the items contained in either type of inventorY. The
demand for end-product type of items, such as spares, is
influenoed primari~y by factors whioh are independent of
the company dec-isions. These external faC'l~~l'·.si:'~p;oea
oertain amount of variation in the dema~cl fot such items.
As a result. foreoasts of dem~nd for these ~tems are
typioally projections of historioal demand patterns. These
forecasts estimate the average usage rate and the pattern
of random variatiOJ.
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FIGURE 4a1 INVENTORY PYRAMID
.
The first part of this literature survey dealt with the
different types of inventory present and from this it is
felt that inventory should be classified according to the
manner that best suits the company in question. A company
will either either operate in a dependent or independent
demand environment, but the way in which the stock will be
classified within a particular 'environment is up to the
company. So many different ways exist to classify
inventory, but finally the name or method that best suits
the environment should be used.
4.2 Inventory management costs
Vollman <1984>, stated that the benefits derived from
inventory were evident, but the costs associated with
in~entory had to be clearly identified, since they were
often not reflected directly in a firm's financial
statement. In a financial statement, high inventory
turnover 9Uggssts a large return on investment.
Magee ,"1-1::58>, oonsidered accounting oosts to have been
developed under principles which had been evolved over
many years and strongly influenoed by tradition. Magee
<1956>, hence concluded the basic objectiYes of aocounting
procedures to be that of providing a fait, consistent, and
oonservative valuation of assets and a picture of the flow
of values in a business. The criteria which apply to
accounting are; firstly, that the costs represent
"out-of-pocket" expenditures, i.e. oash actuallY paid out
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or opportunities foregone. The second criteria is that the
costs represent only those out-of-pocket expenditures or
foregone opportunities for profit whose magnitude is
affected by the schedule or plan. Many overhead costs.
suah as supervision costs, BrB out-of-pocket, but neither
the timing or the size is affected by the schedule,
Thomas <1980>. through his inv~~tigations found that an
analysis of the oosts Botuplly ·ffected ~. the inventory
management decisions indicated that inventory turnover was
not a comprehensive meaSUre of inventory management
performance. There are several pertinent oosts which are
not reflected in the turnover measure, these are:
a) Ordsr costs. Each time an order is placed oertain
processes take plaoe in the purchase department. Papers
have to be typed and mailed. invoices aocepted and
paid, and goods reoeived , unp acked , checked against an
order, inspected. put :l.ntost(.lre,and entered on a
stook recol'd.
b) Stock out oosts. When an item is out of stock and i~
is needed. then a more expensive substitute may have to
be used, produotion may have to be s~itched to another
produot or even stopped, or a sale may be lost
completely,
0) Carrying costs. Constable <1876>. regarded this oost as
being one of the mast important. since the cost of
holding inventories must be weighed against their
potential advantages. The cost of working oapital whioh
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is tied up can be expressed as an annual interest rate
which is incurred due to inventory investment. This
cost is not the only one, some of the others are the
cost due to the extra storage spaoe required and the
inoreased rate of losses throUgh obsolescence. Another
cost to consider is that of administration costs. If
any ite~ is stocked, irrespective of the quantity or
value of the stock, certain administration costs are
incurred. A stock record has to be kept, the item must
be counted and a record of its' store location must
also exist.
The costs which were mentioned above apply equally to a
manufacturing environment as they do to a maintenance
environment, since both require inventory. The costs
involved with inventory must be properly understood in
order to work with inventory. Ritzman <1984>, quoting
Taiichi Ohno, who, was responsible for initiating the
Kanban system at Toyota; "There is nothing more waot.eful
than producing something you don't need and storing it in
a warehouse. 80th people and machines are wasted, and the
warehouse puts your money to sleep." This statement
applies equally well to the maintenance environment, where
rather than producing too much inventory, inventorY is
purchased which is not required immediatley fer
maintenance purposes. This excess inventorY which is not
m~ving causes the same losses as excess production does.
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4.3 Decisions within an inventory system
Thomas <1980>, found that certain prelim~ary steps had to
be taken in order to control stock. Stock and stock items
have to be identified and the units of stock, and how the~
are to be measured, must be decided. Rules are to be drawn
up regarding which items are to be stocked and for each
item which is to be stocked the consequences of a stock
out must be assessed. The appropriate control levels can
be set once a stock control syst~m has been decided upon.
On completion of these preli~inary steps it is possible
to:
a) Measure the actual stock level for each item.
b) Compare the actual and control levels.
c) Decide what should be done.
d) Initiate this action.
The whole of inventory control is governed by the above
~teps.
One of the biggest problems that have always faced
ccmpanies when introducing an inventory control system, is
how to classify stock. One method is the ABC or Pareto
analysis. Greene <1970>, wrote that Vilfredo Pareto, an
Italian economist and sociologist (1842-1923), advocated
some highly debatable concepts of economics and sociology.
In summary, Pareto, pointed out that a vety large portion
of all the wealth in Italy was owned by a small proportion
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of the people, this distribution concept became known as
Pareto's law.
Ford Dickie, in Amer i ca, adopted the Pareto approaoh to
analYsing stocks in the mid 60's, calling this technique
the ABC analysis. The best description of how +~ apply the
analysis is given by Thomas <1980>. Thomas, recommended
the following steps be used:
a) The average usage value in monetary termG must be
calculated for each item in any section of stock Or
stores.
b) A list of these items must then be drawn UP. with the
item of highest usage value at the top and then
descending according to the usage value.
c) The usage value l each item must be put opposite it
on the list.
d) Cumulative totals of the number of items, and of the
usage values can then be made.
e) CUmulative values must be changed to percentages of
the total number of items and of the usage-values
respectively.
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Ploss1 <1985>~ illustrates the results of an ABC analysis
in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4 ..2 Curves used Tor ABC analysis [FlossI <22> J
The explanation of the figure, is that, A items are the
top 20% of the items, and account for 80% of the usage
valu~. B items are th~ next 30% of the items, and account
for 15% of the usage value and C items are the remaini g
50% of the items, and account for only 5% of the usage
value.
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Benefits which can be obtained by treating A, Band C
items in different ways are:
a) If A items 8¥e controlled very closely (only 20% of all
items), 80% of the money is under close control.
b) At the other end of the scale, control of C items can
be muoh less stringent, except in one very important
resp~ot-the danger of running out of stack.
Orlickv <1975>, expluinea the rationale behind ABC
olassification as being that it was impossible to give an
equally high cl8gree of attention to the record of eVery
invantorY item, due to limited information processing
capabi!itie~. Today, the principle of gradUated control
stringenoY may be somewhat diffioult to oompreher1, but in
pre-computer days the degree of nontrol was equated with
th~ frequenoy of reviews of a given inVentorY item record.
With oomputers available, this limit~tian has disappeared
and the ABC oonoept ~ends to beoome irrelevant. Equal
treatment of all inventory items is therefor~ feasible for
planning purposes exo'pt in the case of extremely low cost
items, that may have safety stooks and can be ordered in
lar~e quantities. These p.xoeptions are made, however, not
due to some inaLility of the computer system to plan and
mdintain the status of such it.ms, but beoause of the
impraoticality of physioal inventory control.
Orlicky (18~5),however noncedes that physioal inventory
control remains a problem in inventory management, and the
ABC oonoept, wh~n applied to this area (inspection,
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storage, frequency of cycle checks etc.) remains valid.
~
Groover <1884>, looks at another method of classification
namely that of part families. A part family is a
collection Of parts which are similar either because of
geometric shape and si2e or because similar processing
steps are req~ired in their manufacture. Three methods are
used for grouping parts into part families. The first
method is visual inspection. whinh is the cheapest and
least sophisticated method. and is carried out by looking
at either the physioal parts or their photographs and
arranging them into similar groupings. The second method
is that of using the design and produotion data to form
families. Classifioation by this method takes place by
r.xamining the individual design and/or manufacturing
'~tributes. The third method. production flow analysis
makes use of information contained on route sheets rather
than part drawings. Work parts with identioal or simil t
routings ate olassified into part families. The
classification of parts into families is used primar.ly
for oel1 manufaoturing, and no evidenoe oould be found
within the literature survey of where this method of
classii ~ation has been used for inventory PUrposes.
Onoe a deoision has been taken on how to olassify the
steck it is neoessary to ohoose a method for ordering and
oontrolling the ~tock. Plossl <1963>, oonsiders only two
basic taohniques for planning and controlling the ordering
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of materials: stock replenishme~t and time-phased
requirements planning; the common names are Order Point
and material requirements planning. The former is designed
to maintain at loast some inventory of an item in
exPeotation of a future n~ed; the latter attempts tv
provide materiallli only where necessary to meet a
pre-planned program of production. Both are needed;
neither is adequate alone.
4.3.1 Order Point inventory system
Starr <1978>, found that order point planning (OPP) had
been in use for mamy yea.rs. The fundamental eccnom ic orde r
quantity (EOQ) model (also callGcl the square root model)
could be traced baok to early industrial engineering
endeavours, with ve1ry praotical ooncerns. The economic
order quantity model. according to Kanet <1984>, is used
by companies such as Black and Decker which has a turnover
in excess uf $1 Bil110n. The Levis denim company and Bayer
pharmaceutical company are just a few examples of the
multi million dollar oompanies also making use of the EOa
model worldwide.
Schonberger <1982>, saw the EOQ as being the lot size for
which the sum of setup, or Durchase order cost, plus
oarrying cost was at a minimum. Vollman <1984>, said that
by uSlng the EOQ the ordering decision was stated in
formal terms, he went on to say that the EOQ model is an
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equation that described the relationship between the costs
of placing orders; the oosts of carrying inventory, and
the order quantity.
According to Plossl <1885>, sevfral major problems existed
with the conventional order point technique. It lacked the
ability to develop revif3ed order "need" dates, provided no
information on future orders to be released after the
current one and triggered ordering with no advance
warning. The oonventional order point technique cannot
easily handle k,:own future demand at specific times, and
can also not easily handle seasonal or oyclioal demand.
Schonberger <1985>, described ~aoh of the costs
individually as follows:
a) Order-processing cost. In a given period of time, for
example one year, an item could be reordered once,
twice or even a numerous amount of times. On placing
the order the oosts which were mentioned earlier on in
the literature survey (see section 4.2) are incurred.
Let S be the average cost of prooessing an order.
Also, let Q (for quantity) be the lot size and, D be
the average annual demand for an item.
AnnUal oost of prooessing orders = S(D/Q) 0)
b) Carrying cost. Carrying cost is the cost to finance
inventory and hold it in storage. Thus, oarrying costs
inoreases as number of units in storage increases.
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Total carrying cost per period divided I '~tal monetary
value yields the inventory-carrying-cost rate. I.
To compute the annual carrying ccst for a single item,
the unit cost, C, is required.
Cost to carry one unit for one year = IC
For any given lot size, Q, annual carrying ~osts equal
annual cost to carry one unit times average units in
stock.
Average inventory is taken to be Q/2, because the average
is halfway between planned maximum inventory, Q, and
minimum inventory Zero.
Annual carrying costs = IC(Q/2) (2)
The incre~Q~tal total cost equation for the EOQ is shown
as follows:
which implies;
To = SD4fCQQ 2 (3)
Voll~an <1984>, derived the EOQ by taking the differential
of the inoremental total cost with respeot to lot size.
(4)
Setting the above equation to sero in order to obtain the
minimum cost, yields the following:
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which implies:
Thomas <1980>, describes the above equation by the curVe
shown in figure 4.3.
\.!UMOF COSTS
TOTAL ANNUAL COST
CARRYING COST
OROER PROCESSXNG COST
ORDER ClUANTlTV
Figure 4.3 gOO egu~tion shown srephicelly CThomos<1>J
The next important issue in an order point inventory
system is the order timing decision i,e, when to plaoe the
order. Thomas <1980>, Vollman <1984> and
Schonberger <1985>, will be used ooncurrently to discuss
the order timing decision.
Th'~ ol.aasi.creor-der point is depicted by t"IS perpetual
inventory system. This means that every time an issue is
made, the stook on hand is checked to see whether the
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stock level equals that Qf the reorder point (ROP), if it
does then an order is placed. The setting of the ROP is
influenced by four factors. The first is the demand rate,
since a bigher rate of usage than was fOrecast could
occur, the seoond factor is the lead time required to
obtain replenishment inventory, The third factor is the
amount of uncertainty in the demand rate and the
replenishment lead time. It Was Armstrong <1986>, who
stressed that it was important to provide the inventory
planner with the best available forecast information from
all parts of the organisation so that he could
conoentrate on hls primary task of scheduling and
following up to ensure that material was available when
needed. The last factor to oonsider is management's policy
regarding the acceptable level of inventory shortages.
The assumptions of a fixed demand rate and a constant
replenishment lead time are rarely justified in actual
operations. Either of thes~, in the absence of a safety
margin of some kind, oan lead to a stock out, with more or
less serious consequences depending on the item ooncerned.
The funotion of safety stook is best depicted by
oonsidering it ~~ being a form of insuranoe premium
against a stock out. Before the level of a safety stock
oan be decided, a criterion must be established for
determining how muoh protection against inventory
shortages is warranted.
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The criterion for safety stook which would be considered
important, since it is in line with company policy would
be; "What is the cost penalty of a stock out in any given
rl;lplenishmentcycle 7".
This question is answered by ~peoifying an acceptable risk
of stock out during any replenishment cycle. The
concept of a replenishment cYlle is shown in figure 4.4.
As can be seen from figure 4.4. the risk of stock out
can be reduoed by making a larger investment in safety
stook. The larger the investment in safety stook the more
the companv will fall victim to the law of "diminishing
returns". This law is illl1strated in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4 ..5 Law of diminishing returns [Greene <19>J
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As can be seen from figure 4.5, a company will never reach
the situation where the chance of a stock out does not
exist. The company must therefore deoide on an acoeptable
stock out probability and only purchase inVentory that
will be sufficient to proteot them up to the acceptable
stock out probabi11ty. By purchasing inventory beyond this
point the returns that the company will gain from its
inventory will be reduced, since factors suoh as reduced
storage space, obsolescence, deterioration etc" will now
become real expenses, If on the other hand the company
decided not to carry much inventory at all then the
company starts to faoe such problems as lost sales and
having to stop production runs midway.
The generally accepted method used for determining the
required level of safety stock is by specifying an
acceptable relationship between the probability of
stock out during a replenishment cycle and the
investment of funds in inventory, A discrete dist~ljution
is used to describe the demand uncertainty during the
replenishment lead time, In order to simplify safety stock
and reorder point calculations it is convenient to
approximate a disorete distribution nith a continuous
distribution such as the normal distribution. Using a
no~mal distribution the required level of safety stock and
the reorder point values are easily computed onoe the
company has deoided on what the probability of a stock out
can be,
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In order to determine the ROP, first, it is necessary to
determine the mean and the standard distribution of demand
during the replenishment lead time. The statistical safety
stock (SSS) value can be calculated next, using a table of
normal probability values.
SSS=Z(sd) = 1.25Z(MAD)
From the above equation the reorder point (ROP) is
ca lcuLated as:
RUE=n(LT)+Z(sd) = D(LT)+1.25CMAD)
Z = Standard normal distribution probability.
sd = Standard deviation of demand during replenishment
lead time.
MAD - Mean average deviation of demand during
rl~plenishment lead time.
LT = Lead time
4.3.2 Material requirements planning
Orlicky <1875>, defined material requirements planning
(MRP) as follows: "Material requirements planning
calculates item demand and time-phases all inventorY
status data in time increment~ as fine as the user has
specified. MRP represents the ultimate approach to
manufacturing inventory management."
Plossl <1885>, oonsiders an MRP system to be made up of
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six components. The first one is a valid master plan.
which states what is to be ~ade. how many are to be made,
when the parts are needed for each products, must be
deVeloped. this master plan is referred to as the master
production schedule (MPS), see figure 4.6. The roaster
production sch~du1e is responsible for driving the MRP
program.
Part Number 62145
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Figure 4.6 Moster ".lchedule [Stl!lrr <25>J
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The second component is an accurate bill of materials
(BaH), detailing the co~ponents and items which make UP
the product, this forms the structure or fr4mework of
modern Planning, The BaH shows the parent component item
relationships of produots as they will be made or
procured, see figure 4.7.
Thirdly, it is essential that the information available on
Current inventorieM must be accurate, including a unique
part number, quantity in dtock and data necessarY to
describe the item completely for planning purposes. 1D~
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next essential component is that information on orders
already released to obtain additional quantities of each
item, whether purohased or manufactured, Must include
quantity ordered and date due. The fifth component making
up an HRP system is that of lead times, reliable lead
times to procure or manufacture batches or specifio lots
of materials are needed. The last point is that an MRP
System will only succeed if an adeqUate flow of materials
to satisfy all requirements through eaoh facility involved
in the total process,inoluding suppliers, occurs.
By u?mbining the six points whioh, Plossl <1885>,
considered important it is possible to formulate a
material requirements plan as shown in figure 4.8.
Groover <1964>. was of the opinion that the job of the
material reqUirements planning Prooessor, was to operate
on the data oontained in the ma~ter schedule, the
bill-of-materials file, anci the inventory reoord file. The
master sohedule file giVes a pe~iocl-by~period list of
final the products required is specified. The BOM defined
what material and components are reguired for each
produot, The inVentory reoord file contains the
information on the ourrent and futUre inventory atatus of
eaoh oomponent, The MRP program uses these three files
then to oompute how many of eaoh oomponent and raw
material are needed by means Cif "exploding" the end
product requirements into sucoessively lower levels in the
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Figure 4 ..8 Mate rial Requirements plan [PlossI <26> ]
product structure.
Orlioky <1975>, found HRP to be a hignly effective tool of
manufacturing inventory management because inventory
investment can be held to a minimum, Dut is still
change-sensitive and reactive. The system provides a look
into the future, on an ite~-by-item basis and order
quantities are related to requirements. Groover <1984>,
stated that MRP was the appropriate technique for
determining quantities of dependent demand items.
Plossl <1985>, expressed the fact that HRP techniques were
able to do three valuable jobs. The first was, suggest
(not dictate) the proper time to release orders. Secondly,
indicate the proper date by whioh orders are needed and
keep these dates valid during order processing times. The
last job is that an HRP system can provide information to
assist capacity requirements planning and machine and work
centre loading.
In order to gain all the benefits listed above it is
important to note the assumptions that are made in MRP.
Plossl <1983>, showed the followin~ assumpti0ns to hold
true. The first assumption is that an MPS can be developed
accurately enough to begin ptocurement and produotion of
oomponents. Secondly, bills of material are available
showing acourate parent-oomponent relationships on whiat.
to base sound planning, and replanning the data will
trigger effeotive aotion to compensate for the inevitable
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changes. The next assumption is that unplanned
requin,.>rI"'L't.~;,oucside those in the formal plan will not be
significa~t 0: aan be met tn time and lastly, capaoity and
materials are aVailable to handle the released orders.
As was descirbed above there are numerous advantages to
using an MRP system. There are however some draWbacks and
limitations in MRP. Starr ,1978>, recommended the
following situations as being ones in which MRP should not
be used. They are:
a) In the case of flow shops, maintenance supplies and
finished goods, where the demand is indePendent of the
production schedule.
b) In serial production, w~~re process ma~erials must be
on hand at all times.
c) If the demand is fairly "lumpy and sporadio" rather
than being fairly regular and continuous.
Plenert <1886>, states that among the downfalls of MhP are
the fact that MRP production scheduling sequencing systems
sequenoe, t~sks as if the plant has infinite resources
available. The second downfall aooording to
Plenert <18B6>1 was that data accuracy is ~ritical in MRP
as inacourate data disrupts the entire MRP system.
Having now ~onsidered both an MRP system and a classio
order point system it is important to be able to decioe
which one to be used when. Starr <1878>, PlOBSl <198~> &
<1985>, all reoommend the use of the rule of thumb as
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proposed by Orlicky in 1965. Orlicky recommended that
in~ependent demand must be forecast, and conventional or
time-phased order-point techniques be used, whereas
dependent demand can be calculated, in the latter case HRP
is the correct teohnique. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of
the two ordering systems discussed.
4.4 Specific stock control systems
Magee <1856>, considers stock oontrol systems to ~all into
one of two categories, fixed order or periodic reordering.
The objective in a fixed order system is to place an orde~
whenever the amount on hand is just sufficient to meet a
"reasonable" maximum demand oVer the courSe of the lead
time which must be allowed between placement of the
replenishment order and receipt of the m~terial. In the
case of the periodic review system, the idea behind it; is
to look at stocks at f~xed time intervals, and to vary the
order amount acoording to usage, since the last review.
Hagee <1956>, judged one of the big adVantages of the
periodio review system as being that stricter control
could be more ~asily exercised over A olass items and B
class items in a periodio review system than in a fixed
order quantity system. This o~ntrol can however be
exercised in a fixed order quantity system by just usins
cycle counting, which is disoussed in detail in
ohapter 4.5.
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Figure 4,,9 Comparison of ordering systems [Plossl <26> ]
Thomas <1980>, examined two periodic review systems and
two fixed order systems. The two periodic review systems
examined are the topping up aridthe "Min-Max." system, the
fixed order systems are the stock card and two bin system.
a) TOPPing up system, Whenever a review is held, orders
are placed so as to bring the stock level UP to a
predetermined level, called the "maximum" far that
item. The maximum is oalculated by adding one review
period to the lead time, multiplying the sum bl the
average rate of usage, and adding any safety stock.
b) "Min-max" 0:'" "S,s" system. In order to reduce the
number of orders compared to the topping UP system, ~
preset "minimum" or "s" level is used in much the same
way as the reorder level of the fixed order system. If
at a stock reVlew the minimum or "s" value exoeecls the
current stock level a replenishment order is placed,
which is sufficient to bring the stock level UP to the
preset maximum or "S".
0) Stook caret system. Each transactic .•that takes plaoe is
posted manually on a simple stock record card. After
each transaotion the stock balance is reduced and
shQuld be compared to the reorder level. Xf the reorder
level exceeds the stook on hand then a replenishment
order mUt be plaoed.
d) "Two bin" 01' "Last bag" systl~m. A quantity of stock
aqual to the reorder level is put in a sealed oontainer
and kept in a separate store room. The remaining stock
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is placed in a normal bin in the store, but no
individual records of witndra~als are kept. When this
bin is empty the sealed one is opened and an order is
placed to replenish the stock.
Nicol <1989>, Saw the advantages or the two bin system
being that it ensured constant supply at assembly, reduces
material handling effort and associated cost of cycling
tins through stores and therefore reducing paperwork. A
few other advantages are that it pyovides inventory level
feedback, maintains lot control and establishes a trigger
mechanism to flag imminent stoak outs on fl00r stock
items.
4.5 Compnterisation and shop floor control
For any type of c~mputerised system to be accurate, be it
for any type of application withir\ the maa ntenance or
manufacturing ~nvironment it is imperative to have prop~r
shop floor control. Habert <1986>, sees the shop floor
control system (SpeS), as being the overall system that
provides the shop with information on released orders to
the floor. When a job order is released to the floor, a
shop packet is oreated, usually containing a routing
sheet, pick list and sometimes, blueprints. As a job moves
through the shop, routinely updated reports note completed
operations, provide useful data on shop performanQe, an~
compare actual to scheduled progress. In short, a good
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SF~S performs the function of providing th~ necessary shop
packet information so that the job may progress in a
smooth manner, defines appropriate completion dates for
the jobs different operations. The shop packet information
will only be accurate if inform~tion is collected on a
job's activity, in order to monitor its progress in
relation to its schedule. A good SFeS must also provide s
daily dispatch list showing the job status and priorities.
Goddard <1984>, went on to say that in order for a SFCS to
Perform the above mentioned f~ncttons, the following
elements must be in place.
a) The rigtt system. To cope with the constant stream of
changes occurring on the faotory floor, a computerised
system is necessary.
b) Accurate da~a. To make good decisions, the system must
produce reliable information.
c) Educated users. To use the information properly,
managers and operators need to understand the
information.
One of the most important pieces of data that has to be
accurate for a good SFCS is the inventory. Meyer <1890>,
considered the whole aspect of whether inventorY accuracy
was worth its cost. Heyer, found that the monetary value
associated with inventory accuracy is based on worker and
equipment productivity, however the cost associated with
inaccuracy is diffioult to assess. The benefits arising
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t~~m an inorease in inventory aocuracy certainly exist,
and it has been found that inventory errors reduce worker
productivity, morale and motivation. The biggest benefit
of aocurate inventory is that the worker and equipment
productivity can be predicted since they will not be held
up due to soheduled parts not being there.
The best method of obtaining aocurate inventory is through
cycle oounting. The idea behind cycle c~unting is to
maintain an aoceptable level of accuraoy in the inventory
records. By using cycle counting there is no accumulation
of errors in the records which are often only found during
the annual physical inventory. Cycle counting of items can
take place daily, weekly or monthly. Backes <1980>. showed
that the conversion to a cycle counting program could be
justified by the tangible cost savings it produced. Among
the savings are that no annual physical inventory has to
be held and with accurate inventory records it is not
necessary to cbeck materials physically befor~ making
decisio~s on promised deliveries. The other savings are
that excess inventorY will no longer appear unexpectedly,
long after a design chunge or a produot is discontinued,
because inVentory records will now be correct. Less time
is lost because of unexpected material shortagesl and
labour produotivity inoreases markedly with accurate
records.
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When trying to decide on a particular cycle cou~ting
program to be used the following points must be
considered. Backes <1880>, considered these points to be,
firstly, the greater the activity of an item, the higher
the probability of record errors. Secondly, effort, time
and money spent on inventory control must be divided among
the items in proportion of their relative importance. The
last point is that a small amount of ele~ents in terms of
numbers accounts for a l~rge frac~ion in terms of effect.
All three of the above statements stress the need for an
ABC analysis to be carried out. The -esults of this
analysis would then determine how all the items are to be
counted. It must be noted that ~~g~rdless of
classifioation, every inventoried :item should be counted
at least once in each fiscal vear.
A good SFCS is imperative for running a manufacturing or.
maintenance envirunment efficiently, but also for running
a data base management system properly. Joshi <1980>, saw
the computer system as having the potential to increase
productivity immensely, This could be achieved through
management training users properly ~nd exercising proper
discipline. This would involve all appropriate data being
entered and a file being updated as and when its status
changes.
In order to fully understand a data base and how it works
it is important to look at certain background information
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related to computers. Thomas <1980>, provides a good
background into computer files. Each set of data in a data
base is oalled a "file" and a file is made up of many
·'records". Every different entry on a reoord is referred
to as a "field", thus on a stock record "file", eaoh stcck
item would have a record, t.he key to whi0h would be the
part number for example. The first field almost
invariably, is the key, in this case the part number, and
this could be followed by other fields for the
description. stock on hand etc .. Dangerfield <1990>,
descrIbed a data base as being a set of self describing
files which are integrated in the sense that information
can be produced by combining data contained in any number
of records. Relational data base management systems (DBMS)
software is based on the disoipline of relational algebra.
All files are treated as two dimensional flat files,
referred to as relations. which can be oombined acoording
to the rules of r~lational algebra to yield the desired
results. The general functions inoluded in roost relational
systems are the following:
a) Search for data on a variety of oonditions.
b) Sort output on various attributes.
0) Modify the structure of data and data types.
d) Add new data oolumns or tables.
e) Perform simple arithmetio operations and funotions.
f) Perform simple string operations and substring
functions on alphanumerio data.
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Vollman <1984>, described a perpetual inventory sV8tem as
being 0ne that maintained a record of the current stock
balance for each item, and receipt and disbursement
transactions are routinely processed to update the
inventory balance. as well as obtain historical usage
data. Smolik <1987>. saw the computerised inventory system
being dble to do the folloNing:
a) Maintenance of stook balances.
b) Recording of receipts and disbursements.
c) Record of stock locations.
d) Stock status reports.
e) Audit and cycle oounts.
f) Production of stockroom picking list.
g) Storage of supply and demand data to be Used for order
calculations.
Thomas <1880>, saw a big drawbaok when it came to
computers being the fact that a computer has to be
programmed to the minutest detail, since it has no common
sense, r any sense of judgment. and it oould not
recognise an exoeptional case unless suitable criteria had
been written into the prcgram. Whybark <1988>, did however
not see this as being a prob)em with computer as through
his broad experience he had con~lucled that people
themselves are good deoision makers.
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4.6 Oono Lusri ens
From ~ne literature survey the following conolusiona could
be drawn:
a) An analysis of the costs actually affected by the
inventory management decisions indicates that the
inventory turnover as shown in financial statements, is
not a comprehensive measure of inventory management
performance.
b) Before deoisions can be taken as to the inventory
control technique to be applied it is necessary to
agree on what can be olassified as stook, what units it
must be measured in, and what the consequ~nces of a
stock out would be.
c~ Dependent demand exists more in a manufacturing
environment whe~e the demand for raw materials and
components is J. derived demand.
d) Indep.::ndeht demand exists mor~ in a non manufaoturing
environment where the demand for spare parts and
oomponents is influenoed primarily by factors whioh are
independent of oompany deoisions.
e) Material reqUirements planning oalculates it~m demand
and time phases all inventory status data in time
increments as fine as the user has specified. HRP is
the right teohnique to use in a dependent demand
environment as ,he demand oan be caloulated.
f) The eoonomic order quantity is an equation that
desoribes the r~lationship between the costs of placing
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orders, the costs of oarrying inventory, and the order
quantity, Time-phased order-point te~h~i~lles are the
right techniques to use in an independent demand
environment since this demand must be forecast.
g) By using oomputerised data bases equal treatment of al~
inventory items is feasible exoept in the case of
extremely low cost items. that may have safety stocks
and can be ordered in large quantities.
h) Within a computerised stock control environment the ABC
analysis is mainly used for stock oontrol purposes.
I) A proper shop floor control system can only be started
with accur~te inventory data. This aCCuraCY Can be
aohieved by means of Oycle counting,
J) By just considering costs and not data base acouracy a
oycle oounting program can be justified,
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5 Requirements for a computerised workshop management
program
The representative requirements for a data base management
system (DBMS) are dictated by the environment in which the
data base must operate. The environment as described in
the first three ohapters is a partioularly harsh
environment, due to the people working in it. The package
must be written to cater for these people by iequiring a
minimum amount of input from them, tut at the same time
not giving them a feeling of redundancy. For thR paokage
to succeed the people within Loco must regard the DBMS as
being an aid to them since it will reduce their
administrative tasks and paperwork, but at the same time
not take away any responsibility, The responsibility
factor is more pertinent in the case of permanent staff
members than in the oase of oase of the temporary ~taff.
If the permanent steff are ~ade to feel redundant then it
will result in them workins against the DBMS. It therefore
beoomes of tantamount importance to remember the people
faotor when writing the package, be~auBe, the suocess or
failure of the paokage is dependent on the people using
it.
The DBMS, will be responsible for performing workshop
funo~inns ranging from basic stock and shop floor oontrol,
to providing query by report faoilities. For this data
base to be able to provide all these faoilities properly,
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it is important that data base maintenance be tightly
controllecl. To achieve this. it must be remembered that
there is a oritical differenoe between aCoess to dats
whioh can be available to many users and authority to
change a given data base. If the oata base is truly to be
managed, then specifio individuals must have sole
authority to make changes in specific data elements and
similarlY be held responsible for the accuracy of the
data.
The system will be required to print job oards, print
store indent forms, flag reorder points, monitor stock
usage etc., For the system to do this it will have to be a
multi user system in the form of a network, The different
aspects of the system will each be considered
individually.
5.1 Stock control
The atock oontrol method Which will be used is the method
which has been found worldwide to be one of the most
popular and easy to apply techniques for the independent
demand environment. Stock oontro1 will be carried out by
means of the EOQ model. An ABC ana1yiis will also have to
be carried out on the stock, but. not for the purpose of
determining the frequency of ra.isw of a given inventory
item reoord. It will be done to determine extremely low
cost items as woll as for physical inventory purposes.
With the computers available today, equal treatment of all
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inventory items is feasible. except in the case of
extremely luw""cost items, that may have safety stock and
can be reordered"in large quantities.
The ABC analysis will not be a feasible operation to oarry
out immediately. since it will then have to be done
manually. The ABC analysis should be done approximately
six months after the data base has been in operation. The
analysis can be done by the computer and the results will
be presented in the form of a report. The C items are to
be placed in an open rack system, and stock control on
these items will be done by means of the two bin method.
Whenever a bin is found to be empty an~ is replenished
then the entire amount used up in the last bin must be
entered on the computer. This means that one entry is only
made for the usage of an entire bin and not the usage of
each individual item within the bin is entereci. This is
just done so as to see if the status of a C item changes.
rhe replenishment bin is to be kept in a separate area in
the store which is to remain locked. A bin card which
specifies reorder details must be attaohed to the
replenishment bin. When a temporary staff member gOes
to set the rePleniBhm~nt bin he must get the keye from the
store managerl and on returning the keys, he must sive the
store manager the bin oard so that an order can be placed.
The store manager will then enter the usage details for
this item onto the computer. Cet·tain items are envisaged
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to fall into the C class, and therefor~ should be
categorised as this from the outset. The status of these
preselrJted items can always be changed after the first
siltmonth or at any time that an ABC a~alysis is carried
out. The items are such things us nuts, tolts, washers,
grease nipples. etc,.
At the time of entering the data for an individual item
for the first time. it will be necessary to use estimates
and fictitious figures to determine the EOa and the
reorder point. After a period of three months a more
acourate ~OQ and reorder pOlnt can be worked out fo: ~very
item by the oomputer. The computer will then make use of
information located in it's data base to predict more
realistic values. Once the data base is in operation, the
EOQ's and reorder points oan be calculated at any time
management requires it to be done. The time period between
recaloulations of the EOa and the reorder point should
preferably tend towards being an annual event. The
pr.evious statement is based on the a~sumption used in the
EOe and reorder point, Which is, that the lead time and
demand rate are constant, In practioe this is rarely
justified, and therefore by using a greater time span than
the three months prescribed in the company policy, the
effects of unrealistio highs and lows will be reduced.
A system that will be done away with once the DBMS is
introduoed, is that of having bin cards at the bins which
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have to be filled out by store staff every time a
transaction takes place. The bincards will now be on the
computer and will be updated automatically for
withdrawals, returns and naw stock ar~ivals. This means
that whenever the stock of a particular item is lower than
the reorder point, the computer will automaticallY flag
this situation, whioh will in turn inform the store
manager. If the computer would have placed the order
automatioallY, this would have lead to problems as the
store manager might now have felt he was redundant.
Instead the oomputer will recommend the quantity to
reorder (EOQ), but the actual reorder amount is still the
store managers deoision.
The system of computerised bin cards which was discussed
above can only work if the physioal inventory level is
equal to the computer inventory level. In order to achieve
this situation it is necesSary to introduce a striot cycle
caunting program. The frequency with which the different
stock items must be physically checked will be indicated
by means of the ABC analysis carried o~t by the computer.
When the computer flags a reorder situation) then this
flag is to remain high until the aotuai stock has arrived.
In order not to duplicate orders two high flags must
exiEt, the one flag will indicate 'that an order has not
yet been placed and the other will indicate that an order
has been placsd but goods have not yet been received.
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One Of the main obJectives wh~n intrncucing any inventory
control system is to be able to save on certain costs. By
combining the EOQ, reorder point and computerisation
certain savings should be achieved. The ordering of items
will be optimised by having a pruperly determined reorder
point and Quantity. The computer will also be able to
identify the usage of items over a particular time period
much better than it could be don~ manually. This would
lead to having less dead stock and less deterioration in
items because the oomputer will be able to scan for these
items.
5.2 Shop floor control
A large amount of the shop floor control problems in Loco
are due to the procassing of paperwork taking too long,
the stora not being able to respond quicklY enough to
spares queries, and management's ignorance as to the
status of Hork in process. A large delay period exists
between the time that a vehicle is in-inspected and the
time that work starts on the vehicle. In this period the
planning clerk has to write out a job card and stores
indent form, the store man must find the required spares
in the catalogue and then retrieve them from the store. as
well as updating the bin card. If spares do not exist then
the store and planning manager have to get together to see
wldcn spares are not present and then the store manager
has to order these spares.
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The big time dalay caused by the scenario mentioned above._.
will be resolved by running the DBMS on a network. The
in-inspector will open a job oard and enter the details as
well as entering a st0res indent form for the spares
required. The job card can then be printed out as and when
it is required. ~his facility oombined with the dynamic
stock control system whioh is brought about as a result of
computerisation, allows the planning manager to have a
full report on the fill out of spares within minutes of
the in-inspector having typed in th~ store indent form.
Through having a dynamic stook oontrol system it is not
necessary to reserve spares as was the case in the statio
FIFO syst~m. With the dynamic stock control system spares
are only withdrawn from the comp'.1terstock and physical
stock once there has been a 100% computer stock fill out.
Only, after the order has been given to begin the job, are
the spares withdrawn from the computer stock and therefore
become reserved in the phYsioal stock.
The network facility also allows for a continuous
monitoring of wLrk in prooess. This is achieved by having
every foreman enter the work done on his jobs dUring the
course of the day, The hours worked ar~ transferred to a
workshop journal file. This file remains abpeast with all
the work done in the workshop each day.
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If during a job an artisan runs ou~ of spares he does not
have to go to the store, wait to be served, and then givan
inoorreot information, as has happ ened in the pS.st, about
whether an item is or is not in stock. The artisan lan go
directly to his foreman who can tell him immediately
whether the spar' is in stook or not because of the
computerised bin cards, the network and the fact that
computer stock is not reserved. The planning manager then
types out a stores indent form and orders the spare. The
~lanning manager will not be able to type in a stores
indent form if a valid job number does not exist, or if
the job number quoted is still awaiting initial spares ,ar
the job has been finished. The type ot cross referencing
mentioned above is only viably possible in a oom);Juterised
environment. The data base will be used for accounting
purposes as well. since the oomputer will be able to
generate a report for any required ti0 period, stating
the amount of a particular it~m used and for what jobs it
was used.
The data base not only replaces the bin cards but also
replaces the SParlS catalogUes. Every tim~ spares are
required from t~(1 store, a computer generated printout, in
the form of a completely filled out store indent form is
produced. On this form are the price of the spares, the
bin locations of the spares, and the quantity to remoVe
from the bin. This means that the training requirements
for the temporary staff are now reduoed to teaching them
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where the different bins are as well as how to read a
store indent form.
The out inspector will be able to type in reject job cards
directly when t hev are required. By hewing thes-ijob cards
in the data base ~hey will not get lest, and this ~ill aid
management in determining where the quality problems lie.
By being able to identify specifio areas of oonsistent
Bubstandard work. management will be able to work on a
policy of, building quality in rather than inspeoting it
in,
When a job is completed the job card and the stores Lndent
fOrM are archived in the data base. The job o~rds are
stored in orde~ of vehicle registration and the store
indent forms according to job number. With the oross
referencing faoilities offered by computerisation, it
means that evory time a vehiole comes to be repaired all
previous jed:lcards for this v» ucle can be recalled in the
space of a few minutes. This facility allows n.en agemen t to
deoide whether it is a manufaoturing, maintenance or
driver fault that is causing a reourring problem. This
information is extremely valuable, since if the problem is
a manufacturing one, then management can look towards
lmrlementing a planned maintenanoe program for all
vehicles of this type, so as to minimise the downtime of
these vehicles due to a manufaoturing error.
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5.3 User friendliness and user input
In order to maintain tight ccn troI of the dn t.« h.e:(') , all
users must be given different data accesslbilil~ status
within the data b&se. A person suoh as the store manager
must be treated in the same oapaoity as a bank manag~r,
and therefore he anct his assistant are the only people
allewed to alter or ohange oomputer $tock levels. The
planning manager can both order and withdraw spares by
entering a stores indent form but he oannot return spares
to the store or change a stoak level. A person suoh aG the
workshop manager has no need to enter data relative to the
day to des running of the worH.shop, as this is done by
planning, stores and the foreman but has full access to
all guery by report facilities. The role of the workshop
m~nager must be seen as that of a oompany direotor. The
manager therefore only aots in an advisory or oonsulting
role. Figure 5.1, shows the antioipated number of
terminals on the network BI well as the user at !Boh
terminal. The situation disoussed above W6S that of
limited aocessibility to data for the purposes of ohanging
it. People will also be limited to the extent that they
oan view data and generate reports. This must be done
beoause it will discourage people from being to
adventurous as well as generating unneoessary reports.
The majority of users are computer tlliterate, and
therefore will usually have a fear of oomputers. The
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Figure 5§1 Proposed network terminals and users
package must therefore be very friendly and easy t~ use.
It must alsn require a minimum of data input in order to
function properly. In the CBse of the temporary staff it
will be prafArential to limit their use of the data base
to D view facility only. This will not only reduce the
chanoes of sabotage but will sleo reduce the training
period for the temporary staff. The planning manager and
for ema 11 be reaponsible for entering the majority of
th~ tJa", b,,:y"ill h",VB tel en t.e r job car,'s and store
indent fQrms. the planning manger will also h~ve to entez
J~r9S BS required on the workshop journal. The only data
encere~ by the workshop manager is the quantity of
physic31 lnventory that does exist after a oyole count haa
taken pla~e. The cycle count is beth initiated and
c'Jntroll(:ld by the workshop manager. The store manager is
only rpsponsible fer updating a stock level after a
delivery or return of spares. The above mentioned task is
his main data base maintenanoe tazK and for the rest he
will ohans~ the details of sPares as required, es. a
ohange in unit cost for a spare or entering the details of
a new spare. All other information to run the data base
and workshop properly will be generated by the computer.
Figure 5.2, shows the different data required to be
entered by the different users.
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I
...;J~
I
USER DATA ENTERED
PLANNING MANAGER NEW/UPDATING JOB CARDS
STORES INDENT FORMS
!
JOURNAL DATES
MECHANICAL FOREMAN NEW/UPDATING JOB CARDS r
ELEGTRIGAL FOREMAN STORES INDENT FORMS
PANELBEATING FOREMAN
SPRAYPAINTING FOREMAN
STORE MANAGER NEW SPARE INFORMATION
UPDATING/CHANGING EXISTING SPARE·S INFORMATION
UPDATE OF STOCK LEVEL AFTER DELIVERY/RETURN/CYCLE COUNT
r--
WORKSHOP MANAGER NONE
Figurt:. 5,,2 Information to be entered by different users
To make the paokage as frienrlly as possible to the user it
will be entirely menu driven and access to the different
areas will be pass word controlled. If somebody attempts
to gain access to a pass word protected area and aooess is
denied, then the time and terminal at which the attempt is
made is logged. This will give management a good
indication of who is trying to break in.
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6 Development of a workshop management progtam
This pacl-:Etgehas been written as bo th a developm~t and
demonstration package for a single user, in GW-BasiO. It
was never written for a mUlti-user environment as
development is easier in a single user environment. Onoe
the package meets with the approval of management. it will
be rewritten in a fourth generation langUage by computer
programmers. The language which the package will be
r~written in, will be far more efficient with reSPLct to
disk spaoe used UP for data storage, and have a quicker
response time than that offered by Basic.
Basic Was ideal for demonstration and development
purposes, since the program and a limite~ amount of data,
could be stored on a 1.2 Mega byte (Hb) disk. The program
could then be run on any oomputer country wide without
requiring the other computer to have the source lang~4Ie,
since the source language, program and limited data were
on one disk. If it was attempted to run the package in
basic, in a multi-user environment such as the worksho~
one, it would be found to be non viable due to the disk
space that would be occupied by the package. In the day to
day running of the workshop the disk space that the
package would occupy, if written in GW-Basio for a
multi-user environment would be the following.
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DiRk spac~
a) Program size 0.8 Mb
b) Workshop spares data bank
i) 20 000 different "A" items
ii) 20 000 different "E" items
3.5 Mb
3.5 Mb
c) Stores 899 "S" and 899 "D" Job Cards
Eaoh job card has space for:
61 Mechanical tasks
25 Electrioal tasks
25 Panelbeating tasks
25 Spraypainting tasks 35.4 Hb
d) Stores 888 "S" and 889 "0" store indent forms
Each store indent form can handle 63 spares 6.0 Hb
e) Stores 999 "B" and 888 "0" reject job cards
Each reject job card can have 34 tasks 9.2 Mb
f) Store:;;"B" and "0" job journals
Each journal can handle up to 899 tasks 0,3 Hb
g) Stores information to monitor a turnover
of 1 000 000 "A" and 1 000 000 "E" items 82. a lib
Total disk space reQuired 140.8 Mb
With this type of disk space being occupied, and the
resultant slow speed of the program, the only option
available is to use the package for development and
demonstration purposes, whilst written in aW-Basio. The
package has be en written to cater fOr both the "B" and "D"
.i obs as vlell as the "A" and "E" class items. While
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discussing this package during the project repor-t only "B"
class jobs and "A' class items will be considered, The
package is a.dup Lica't e so far as the "D' jobs and "E"
class items are conoerned, By limiting the disoussion to
the "A" and "B" olasses, the projeot report will be easier
to read and understand.
Each faoet of the program will now be discussed
individually. Figure 8.1, shows a menu flow chart for the
package. This figure does not show the "exit" functions
which exist on every menu, this was done so as not to make
the page on which figure 6.1 is printed too cluttered.
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for item sparesAB jobs and
When the program is started, the first screen the user i~
taken to is the opening one shown iL figure 6.2. The user
can select options on this screen ranging from logging out
to malting entries in a "0" journal. In order to cel.ectan
option from this menu, the user merely has to tYPe in the
number corresponding to the option they require. The
program is totally menu driven but access to the different
optjons is restricted by users having their own password.
WMP OOOANKOP************
Pleoss select one of the folJowing****************************
DO 1873- Stores Indent form
2 .Job Cards
:3 Inventory
4 B Journi'!ll
5 D Journol
S Logout of system
Plaose ('inter )lour choice here ?
Figure 6 ..2 Opening screen of workshop management progam
6.1 Inventory option
'J
'IBy seleoting the inventory optioh on ~he opening soreen
th~ user is taken to the main inventory m~nu. Access to
this menu can be gained by anybody but the different
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options on the menu are password protected. The main
inventor, menu is shown in figure 6.3. The only option to
which everybody in th~ workshop has fr.ee access to, is the
"view data" option. Tlte data entry and the report
generation options on the menu are password Pl"Qtected.
MAIN INVENTORY MENU*******************
FtsQse select one of the followins****************************
1 t:nter new dotl!l
2 View da'ta
3 Print cie'to
4 Inventory received
5 MenoSament ~formo~on
S Return to m~ster menu
Pleoee enter your choice hare ?
fl9UI~e 6,,3 Main inventory menu
6.1.1 Data entry roenu
By seleoting option one, on the main inventory menu, the
user is taken to the data entry menu shown in figure 6.4.
The only people Who can aCcess this menu from the main
1
.jmenu are the store manager and his assistant. By sel~cting
option number 1 or 2, the user can enter a. new" A" or "E"
class item to the computer stock. Once the information for
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a new stock item has been entered onto the computer for
the first time, then acce~s to option number 1 or 2 for
updating purposes i~ denied. The spare is now no longer
new to the computer stock and therefore any changes whioh
are to be made to the description, bin number, lead time
etc., have to be done through the update opt~pn (option
number 5), on this menu. Options number 3 and 4, are only
present in the demonstration package. It is through either
of these options that one of the data files, "A" or "E"
class item file, can be initialised.
LJAi A E'r'-ITAY MENU***************
Placss select onE) of tha followins***************~~***********
1 Ente r new "A" item
::2 Enter new "E" Itam
3 Initlelllse itA" item filfil
4 Initfellse "E" item file
5 Updote or chl:lnsl3 exlstlns A or E: 010s5 Itam
5 Return to m;ain inventory menu
Ptaosa antar your cho!ce hera "j'
F~ure 604 Data entry menu
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The first option to be disoussed is option number 1,
"Enter new "A" item" On selecting this option the USer
is first as ked to enter the part number for the item to be
added to the computer stook. The computer then searohes
thr.ough the "A itl;;mfile" looking for a part number whioh
matohes the one which has just been entered. The item file
for A items, contains all the information whioh is
pertinent to an A item. and would, before computerisation,
have been found on a bin card and in the oatalogues
desoribed earlier. If a match for this part number is
found, then the computer informs the user, that this part
alrfady exists in the computer stock and the user should
therefore seleot the update option.
Every part number is made UP of four distinot SUbsections.
A typical number would be 1234-22-567-6789. In order to
speed UP the retrieval time for a part number, the number
is entered in four separate sections. The user is required
to press enter after every section of the number has been
entered. If the data base now searohes for a part number,
it only has to search for four short strings as opposed to
having to search for one 13 bit alphanumetiv string, This
method of part number entry oan be ohanQed when the
program is rewritten in a faster data baBA lanQuage. The
way the data b~se searohHs for a number in the respeotive
item file, is shown in figure e,5, and described below.
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I
PART NUMBER:: '234-ZZ-567 -6789
GET NEXT PART NUMBER I \..
FROM ITEM FILE /
-,
NO
MAT~
NO
~
YESNO
DOES 4 BIT NUMERIC----------__
PART FO~
Figure 605 Flow diagram of data base tracing a part number
NO
To searoh for the number, 1234-Z2-567-6789. the 00mputer
would do the following.
a) The computer first considers the shortest string in the
number. which is the two bit alpha string "ZZ". If a
part number js found in the item file with the same
alpha string, then the computer looks at the next
string in this number. If the alpha string does not
matoh, the computer aborts the searoh with respeot to
this number and considers the next Part number in the
data base.
b) Having suooessful1y matched the alpha string, the
oomputer now considers the next shortest string in the
number. The next shortest string is the numerio
string,"567". If the part number which is being
considered also has the same numeric string then the
oomputer will look at the next string in the number,
else it will abort the searoh here, and oonsider the
next part number.
0) The second last section of the number to be oonsiderod
is the numeric string, "6789". If a mater is: f cund then
the computer will look at the last string in the
number else it will again abort the searoh here.
d) The computer now looks at the last nuner i l ~ ,.)' ill':'.
"1234". If the numbers match at this st:age" (.hen the
oomputer has found the correct part n~mber.
Having verified that the part number has not been entered
on the oomputer stock the user is given aCCf!S to the data
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entry screen shown in figure 6,6 below, 'rhe user is
required to enter the MAD (Mean average demand deviation
during replenishment lead time) as well as the annual
demand for the item, These two entries will never have to
be updated by the user again, since the computer will
gather usage data for the parts and then oalculate the
annual demand as well as the MAD itself, The information
entered on this screen together ' i.th the EOQ and ROP which
is calculated by the computer from th~ data entered, are
stored in the "A" or "E" class item files, depending on
part classification. If while entering the information for
the spare, the user makes a mistake, then they can return
to whiohever field they made the error in.
Figure 6 ..6 Details to be entered for a sp~:Jr'e
ENTER DETAILS FC'R A ITEM 12::l4-ZZ-567-Ei789*****************************************
1 Enter name of part
2 Enter bIn number In whIch sper-es ere storeo
SEnter quentfty of spares currently In stock
4 Enter price of spere
5 Enter quantIty of spera used per yeo!'"'
6 Enter delivery feod time for spore In do>,s
7 Enter mean average demend deviation per yeer
B Enter cost of orderlns speirs
Is 'the abova cOI'r~c:::tYIN -r
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The second option on the data entry menu is that of
changing or updating an existing "A" or "E" class item. On
selecting this option the user is again asked to fir~t
enter the part which they wish to update or alter. The
computer carries out the same c~eok as described above,
and on verifYing that the part number does exist the user
is given access to the update menu, shown in figure 6.7
below.
DIFFERENT ITEMS WHICH CAN BE UPDATED************************************
Pleelse select one of the followih9****************************
1 Updelte NA TOI Identiflceition/Po I"t numbs I"
2 Update Item description
3 Update bin number' in which spares are kept
4 Upd2::ltedelivery iSl:!cltime in day£;
5 Updl:!te ennuel demand for Item
S Update price of Sp~I"El
7 Update mean average demand devletilon per yeer
8 Updote cost of ordering sp,:we
PlseJsBart"",... vcur choice here '?
FIgure 6,,7 Menu for different update options
All the information which was originally entered for the
part on the data entry screen shown in figure 6.6, can new
"
'Ibe updated. The uwer is given th. option on the update
menu to change the MAD. This option will not exist in the
proper multi-User package, since it will be calculated by
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the oomputer. It ia however useful to have this option
available on the demonstration package, in order to
illustrate the affect of the HAD to management. A field
which can not be changed an the update menu is the stock
level. The only time that a stock level has to be updated
manually will be at the end of a cycle count. when it is
found that the computer stock and t~e phY8ical stock do
not matoh. This can only be done by the work~ op manager
since it is he who has to answer for the discrepanoy in
the stook levels. The stock level can only be updated in
the management information section of the program, which
will be diSCussed later.
If as an example the user would like to up~ate the bin
number, optl0n number 3, then the screen would appear as
shown in figure B.8. If the part number is ohanged then
the original p~rt number no longer exists in the computer
stock and a new part could now be entered under the old
part number.
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Present
Fresent
Current
Current
Present
qu~ntity in stock
Iis'tee prica
qU::Jntfty used per veer
deiivery lee':l~time in days
meon eva r0ge demond devlotion
12::3-568
12
R 521211a
2::;;:
21
par yeor 1
R 72
NATO/ID/Control number
DescrIption of pert
Current b~ number
1234-2Z-557-6789
Gearbox
Fresent cost of ordering spl:lre
Pla~se enter nQW bIn number '?
Figure 6 ..8 Screen when updating bin number
6.1.2 Pata view menu
No password is required to ~ain aCOess to this menu and
therefore can be accessed by any of the network users. The
data view menu is shown in figUre 6.S. If the user selects
one of the first two options then the screen will be
identical to that shown in figure B.B. except that there
will be no place to enter data.
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F'lease enter your choice here ?
DATA VIEW MENU**************
F'leose select one of the following****************************
1 VieW a single "A" item
:2 View a single "8" Item
3 View "A" Item file
4 View "E" item file'
S Visw bin locotlons of "A" Items
6 View bin locations 0'1' "E" Items
7 View stock levels of "A" items
8 View stock levels 0'1' "E" items
8 Return to rneln inventory menu
Figure 6 ..9 Menu for viewing data
When the computer files away the different spares in the
data files it gives each spare a unique computer generated
number. Therefore the first spare will be stored away in
the data file as spare number i. the second as spare
number 2 etc. It does not file away the spares according
to their part numbers. The rest of the options on the view
menu allow the user to look through the entire "A" or "E"
item files. If the user wants to look at the "A" item file
then the computer will ask the user from what computer
generated number the user would like to begin at. The
1
option of viewing an entire file~is useful. if the user
wants to kno~ what the part number tor a particular spare
is, but only knows the name of the spare,
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The above querv facility could not be written properly in
basic because of the limitations of basic. As this query
facility operates now, the user is forced to look through
the entire file to find the part number corresponding to a
paxtioular part, unless the user knows what the com~uter
generated number is for the part. In the proper multi-user
data base, the data base will be able to search for par~s
by just being given details about a partioular field
pertinent to that part. As an example the user could get
the database to search and retrieve all spares whioh have
the word "gear" in their name. This is an improvement over
having to sit and go through hundreds of computer
generated numbers. The reason this faoi1ity can not be set
UP properly in basic is, because basic an~lyses an entire
field and not just parts of it. A proper data base package
will be able to analyse sub sections of a field and reads
upper case and lower case letters as being the same, basic
cannot do this.
Figlu'e 6.10, shows what the user sees when viewing the "A"
item fila, If the user wants to view bin numbers or stock
levels then the screen will be identical to that shown in
figure 6.10, exoept that the part number will be replaoed
by bin level or stock level.
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ICOMP~TER NUMBER
2
3
4
5
S
7
8
9
10
DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
Gearbox 1234-ZZ-567-6788
Clutch 6548-GT -6;=12-8965
Petr'ol pump 3210-AA-509-7384
Steering wheelt234-GH-543-7865
6at~ery 4570-HH-676-0987
Headlamp 9476-KL-074-24S8
Front grill.. 1209-55-432-9748
Bumper 1256-GG-854-1092
Spl<:lsh pl<=lte 1290-EE-S84-S766
Injector unit 125Ei-KK-890-S543
Pleose press ENTER to continua
Figure 8 D 10 Screen as seen when vielNing item file
6.1.3 Data print ~enu
This menu is password protected since it allows the user
the facility of producing reports. This Ill_nuis s.rown in
figure B.l1. The people who can acCess this menu are the
workshop and planning manager 6.S well as the stores
manager. The reports which ~re gJnerated on this data
print menu .are identical to those which could be seen in
the data view option. By having both a data vieH and a
data print option it prevents the generation of
unn ecessazv reports. si.ncethe 0Jher users: who have no
~eal use for the reports can view the reports in the view
option.
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DATA PRINT MENU***************
Pleeae select one of the followins****************************
1 Print 1:1 sln81~ "A" Item
2 Print a singlld "E" Item
3 Print irA" Item file
4 Print "E" item fila
5 Print bin locotlons of "A" Items
S Print bin loc.::l:ltlon!Olof "E" items ..
7 Pr'tnt stl)ck levies of "AI' Items
8 F'r'lnt, stock levels of "E" Items
8 Retl.irn to melrr Inventory menu
Fleese enter your choice hers 7
Figure 8 ..11 Menu for printing date
During the writing of the program it would have been
easier to have both the view and print options or.the same
menu. This was not done and separate menus Bere drawn UP
in order to keep the program as user fd.endly as possible.
People who are not computer literate often have a bi' fear
of oomputers and therefore by havin, both the print and
view options on the same menu,the general user will be
able to acoess this menu and wilt then be denied entry to
oertain opt50ns within the menu. This can often be very
frustrat~ng for people. The next point is that had both
"I
the options been on the same men0, then the menu would
have looked very cluttered and the program would alain
have lost its friendliness.
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6.1.4 Stock receipts
The inventorY received menu is password protected and the
only people who can access it are the store manager and
his assistant. Stook receipts are regarded as being any
stock which is delivered by a su~plier or returned to the
store from the shop floor. The menu for adding stock
receipts to the computer stock is shown in figure 6,12.
MENU FOR ADDING SiOCK RECEl?TS*****************~************
Pla05(3 select one of the '~ollo~.ln9****************************
1 Enter neW stock Tor "A" itam
::2 Entsr nGlW $tock 'For "E'" Item
Pteose enter Your choice here 7'
Figure 6" 12 rv:enufor st:oc:k returns or deliveries
After the user has made a selection they are asked to
enter the part number whioh is first verified by the
'J
'Icomputer. On entering a valid patt numb er, the user is
given access to the screen for entering new stock
arrivals, whioh is shown in figure 6,13, The user has to
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enter how much stook has arrived as well as the invoice
number in the case of a delivery, or the job number in the
case of a stock return. The user is not required to enter
the supplying company since the spares suppliers are all
on sole supplier, The stock whioh has arrived is added by
the computer on to the existing stock total to give a new
computer stock total.
Geerbo><
NATO/ID/Control number
Descrlptlbn of port
Current bin humber
Pi6sent quontity In stock
12S4-ZZ-SS7-S79S
12:3-568
12
Enter omount of stock thot hea er-rlvad ?
Enter' the invoice/Job ntJmber ?
Figure 6 ..13 Screen for entering stock deliveries or returns
6.1.5 Management information menu
.
This menu is password protected fnci the only people who
I
can access it are the workshop manager) stores manager and
his assistant. The management information menu is shown in
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figure 6.14. Once having gained access to this menu,
aocessibility of the different options is limited. This is
mentioned above as being confusing, but it is felt that
the three most educated users on the system will be the
only ones accessing this menu an9 the menu will be
restricted to five or six options only.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION MENU***************************
Pleoss select one of the followins****************************
, "A" items which ora below minimum level
2 "EO' Items whIch ere below mlrlimum level
~ "An & "cit Item stock levels
4 l'<!lke on stock levels end tletes
5 Demond for "A" Items
6 Oamend for "E:" Items
Plaose enter your' choice hE3re ?
flgl,lre 6014 Menu for management information
The first option to be disoussed is one to which all three
the users can gain access. The option is that of items
which are below minimum level, On selecting this option
the user oan further deoide whet~er they want to view the
,
report Or have a printout of it, The reorder point is
oalculated from the information found for eaoh spare in
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the item file, and is then stored in the item file. The
EOQ is oalculated using the same information souro~ used
to work out the reorder point and is also stored in the
item file.
The reorder point represents the minimum point in a
Min-Max stock oontrol system. The reorder point is
oaloulated using the equation which was derjved in the
literature survey:
ROP=D(LT)+ZSd=D(LT)+1.25Z(MAD)
The present quantity in stock aooording to the item file,
is oompared with the reorder point value, if this value is
less than or equal to the reorder point~ then a reorder
situation will be flagged,
The EOQ is caloulate~ by means of the equation derived in
the literature survey,
The report whioh is produoed by the program for the "items
below minimum level" option. is shown in figuro 6.15. The
report states What the reorder point is. as w~ll as the
reorder quantity and the present stock level. It must be
noted that the EOQ is not always an amount equal to or
greater than the r~order point. Therefore it is possible
to place an order for an amount equal to the EOQ, but,
this order will not be suffioient to make the stook level
greater than the reorder point. The situation in whioh tbe
above mentioned soenario can oocur wo~ld be for an item
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that is not used very often. If this item had a Rap of
three and an EOe of two. and there was to be a sudden rush
for these items then the situation could arise where the
on hand stock were aero, an order equivalent to the EOQ
had been plaoed. On reoeiving the newly ordered stock
there would still exist a reorder situation.
It would be very easy to write the program such that the
order qUantity would not be the EOQ. but rather twioe the
EOe in the above situation. This has however not been done
in the deruonstrstion packarle and will also not be done in
the final multi-user program. The reason being that the
above Oase is an extremely exoeptional Oase. and by
leaving the deoision to double the order as in the above
example in the store man's hands, you leave him feel:i.ngas
though he is still the total deoision maker. He will now
see the EOa as being nothing more than the old maximum
pClint which he wou ld always have got from his manu ai bin
cards. With the option displaying which items have to be
re~rdered and reoommending the order Quantity as
caloulated by the BOQ, a proper stock control system has
been introduced. The store manager and his assistant can
now run this modern store without knowing anything about
.tock control and they have become independent of their
store men for being told when to order. The reorder
situatinn will oontinue to be flagged until the new stook
has arriv~d a~d been entered on the oomputer.
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Figure 6 ..15 Report for A class items below minimum
The third option on this menu oan only be aooessed by the
~workshop manMer. This option is used for upda.ting the
s.tock levels of "A" and "E" oLass items. This opt i.on will
only be used if, after a.cYole count it is found that the
computer stoak and the physioal ~tock are not in..
agreement. Figure 6,16, shows the screen for this option.
123-568
12
NATO/ID/Control number
Dascriptlon of pert
CUrrent bfn number
Present ql..lontity In stock
1:2::34-ZZ-5S7-6789
Gearbox
PleiOse ent!l3r new stock leval?
Figl ..tr~ 6 a16 Screen for updating new stock lev~!
The fourth option is ~at of take on stock levels, times
a.nd dates. The menu for this option is shown in figure
6.17. Here the user is given an option of viewing the
]
'Ireport or reoeiving a Ptintout of the report. The term
"take on" J refers to the last time the stock LeveI was
entered officiallY. The stock level can be entered in two
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diffetent places in the program and added to 1n one place
in the program. The stock level is entered initially when
the stock is entered onto the computer for the first time,
this is the first place the stock level can be entered,
and the second place is when the store manager alters the
stock level as described above, after a cycle_count. The
stock level can be added to after a delivery has taken
place Or spar.es ate returned to the store.
STOCK LEVELS AT TAKE ON DATES******************************
F'19~seselect one of the followins****************************
'1 View <:In "A" item ttlke on d!:lta
:2 VIew an "E" item take on data
:3 Print ern "An item taka on delta
4 Print an "E" item teke on dl!lte
5 Re't:urn to monogement Info rme+lcn menu
Flel:3se enter your choice here 'i'
Figure 6 ..17 Menu fOI~ changing stock levelS at take on dates
The take on stock level does not usually equal the present
stock level, since the take on stock level, time and date
~
are statio figures which are used as a datum for
accounting purpOses. The followins example will show how
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the take on stock level and date are used. If on the first
of the month a delivery arrives for item Z, and the total
stock rf Z. including the de}ivered amount is t(n, then
the take on stock is ten. The take on date, is the date on
whioh the delivered items were entered onto the oomputer,
and the take on time, is the time at whi~h the transaction
took plaoe. Depending on when the stook level is changed,
a corresponding stock code is assigned. If the stock level
has never been altered since it ~aB initially entered,
then the stock oode is 1. If it is altered due to a stock
reoeipt then the code is 2, and if it is changed manually
by the store manager then the code is 3. A report which
displays this information is shown in figure 6.18.
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NATO/Identification/Port number
Description of part
Quontity in stock ot toke on
Take on data
Teke on time
Take on coda
Invoice numbsr
Code crasslf7catlons::
t=Derte l:ll[ information wos ori9in<'lllyentered
2=Oate of stock rece~t
3=Dats mZ'ln<'lgsmentchenaed stock leval
o
01
i I~
1234-ZZ-567-6'789
Gearbox
3
01-06-91
10:55
2
357-67 A
Figure 6 ..18 Report of stock levels at take on dates
I,0
10
10
10
10
10
I
1°
1°,0
10
10
10
The fifth option on this menu is the "Demand fot an "A" or
"E" class ite~ .. The report generated with this option is
'I
derived from the "item usage" file. Every time an item is
drawn from computer stock to be used on a job, then the
time. the date and the job for which the item is used is
recorded in the "item u3~Je" file. An item usage file
exists for both "Au and "E" class items. The report which
indicates these detail~ is shown in figure B.19. In the
proper package it will be useful to not only list the part
number but also a description of the part, this would make
the reading of this report mu"h easier. It is from this
file that the computer can draw some of the informa~l0n
necessary to generate the new EOQs and Raps for all the
i tsns each year. From the information -"'-'nedin the" item
usage" file the computer can calculate the average demand
and the mean avera~e demand deviation per year for each
spare. It then combines this with the informatior. found in
the item file to work out the new EOQ and Rap This
regeneration prooess has not been written into th~ ~rial
package due to the small amount of data that can be stored
in the trial paokage. The regeneration process will
however be written into the multi-usel package and can be
accessed by the store mana~er only.
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NATO/Identiflcation/part: numb£.._-
1234-2Z-567-67S9
1234-2Z-567-6789
1234-ZZ-567-67S9
1234-ZZ-567-6789
1234-ZZ-567-67S9
1234-ZZ-567-6789
Date uSed Time used
21-04-91 14:33
25-04-91 08:54
3-05-91 0S:05
6-05-91 i4:53
10-05-91 12:00
14-05-9'i 13:25
Figure 6 ..19 Report or an item"s demand
Job No
B 089
B 102
8 111
B 118
B 120
B 129
Quantity
1.
t
1
1
I,0
10
10
10
10
'0I,0,0
1°
10
10
10
By obtaining the three following bits of information:
demand for an item, take on stock levels and dates as well
as the present stock level, it is possible to do the
following investigation; supposing it is now the 15th of
the month and the stock level for item Z, is now 5,
aocording to the oomputer stook, then the following
oonolusions can be drawn.
a) The usage between the 1st and the 15th of the month is
rive items (take on stock level-present stock level).
b) By using the item demand report it osn be oonfirmed
that five items were drawn f~om oomputer stook durin~
this time period.
c) If a physical inventory now takes plaoe and it is found
that there are actuallY four items in stock, then it
means one item has disappeared and a reason for this
must be found.
The store manager is now held direotly responsible for
this item. This ability to be able to monitor stook will
leacl to an immediate decrease in pilferage.
To use any of the options in the ma~agement information
menu it is neoessary to enter the part number every time.
The oomputer will then first confirm this part number is
co~reot, before allowing aocess to be gained to the
seleoted option.
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6.2 Job cards
The second option on the opening screen to be considered
is that of job cards. This option is not password
proteoted since it shares a common menu with the DD 1873
or stores indent form. Figure 6.20 shows the main job card
and spares requisition menu. Thi's screen would not exist
in the final workshop management package, since a screen
like this is bound to cause confusion and frustration with
the inexperienced user. The user would become frustrated
and confused by the fact that a decision which they took
on the previous screen now has to be retaken, i.e. whether
to work on a job card or a stores indent form. They will
automatically start to assume they took an incorrect
decision the first time and have now been denied access,
and must therefore retake the decision.
MAIN JOB CARD ANO ~PAR~S REQUIStT!ON MENU***************** **********~~**********
Ftaosa aeteot one of the fot(owlng*****************************
1 Ent~r job deteslle
2 Enter s;peres requirements details
3 Return to me:Jstar menu
PIEloseenter your cholca hare ?
Figure 6 ..20 Main Job card and spares requisition manu
This menu does however still exist on the trial package,
because when the program was originally written it was
"expected that this module of the program wculd not be of
such a large size, i.e. in excess of 55 Kb. It was
therefore expected that both sections could be written in
the same basic sub program.
By the user selecting the "job details" option, on the
main job card and spares requisition menu, the user gets
to the password protected job oard menu shown in figure
6.21. The people who can aOOess this menu are, the
workshop and planning manager) the foremen and the in/out
inspector. The first option on this menu is that of
entering a new job card .
.JOB CARD MENU*************
Pleesa seleot one of the followlt19****************************
1 Ental" e:I new Job ot!lrd
12 Make t'lltar!!!ttot1s to exIsting Job card
'3 Enter work done on I!I Job
14 .Job c<'!lrds for' rajac1: jobs
~ Prlrl'tout of completed or In progrE)se Job cord
r-' Printout or new Job cl!lrd
'7 Return to maIn Job card end speres requisitIon menu
Please an1;er yoUr' Choice hera 7'
Figure 8 m21 Main Job card menu
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6.2.1 New job card
On se1ecting this option the user is asked to choose
betWtiJ'>t~e:1te,ringa new "8" or "D" job card. On selecting
the "B" job (;:tt.rdoption the user arrives at the new "B"
job menu, see figure 6.22.
NEW "SN JOB MENU****************
Plaosa 9~I~ct one of the roUowing****************************
1 Enter Machonlr.ol work 1:0 be done
:2 Enter electrIcal work 1:0 be. done
3 Enter ponelbea1:ing work to be done
4 Enter spraypaintine work to be done
5 Raturr'l to job cord menu
Plel:!se enter your choice here '?
Figure 6 Q22 New job cerd menu 'For "8 II Jobs
The PrOgram does not assume that every vehiole arriving in
the workshop requires major work to be done on it, and
therefore the user can seleot only the options
oorresponding to the work which has to be done. The trial,
package has been setup to handle~a total of 61 meohanical
tasks, 25 eleotrical and pan~lbeating tasks, as well as 18
spraypainting tasks per job nu&ber.
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To see how the menu works, the electrical work option
shall be selected. Firstly, the user is asked to enter the
job number. On entering the job number the computer goes
to the "electrical "B" job" file, and searohes this file
to see whether this job card is already entered on the
computer. If it has already been entered then the user is
told to acoess the alterations option on the qain job card
menu. If the number did not exist then the user is taken
to the data entrY screen for new job cards which is shown
in figure 6.23.
***DQORNKOP WORKSHOP*** E:iec:trit21t 132
l"felke of vehicle
RegistratIon of vehicle
Odometer reeding
Holding comp~ny
Figure 6 ..23 Data entry acr'een for new job card 82
Enter work to be dona here Estimated time_ ....
1.
2~
:3.
4.
5...
1
IThe only people who can access the new j0b card menu are
the planning manager and the in/out inspector. Onoe the
details have been entered for a new job card then they are
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stored in the electrical "B" job file, The tots.l est Lme.ted
time for the electrical job is written from the electrical
"B" job file, to the ""B" journal" file,
The foreman are not allowed to access the new job card or
the alterations to an ~xisting job card option, because
they have been known to alter the estimate~ time, as soon
as this time beoomes difficult to ~ttain. The only two
people who can aooems these o~tions ere the planning
manager and the in/out inspector,
6.2,2 Alterations to existing job card
The second option on the job card menu, is the password
protected option of making alterations to an existing job
card, T~is option is used when artisans require extra time
to complete '3. task or ...en additional task whioh was
overlooked during the in-inspection has been found. An
example of additional time being roquired occurs when an
artisan is told on the in-inspection to change a faulty
starter motor. On lttempting to exchange it, the artisan
linds that the hol=s for the hold down bolts on the engine
block have been stripped, and must now all be retapped,
The artisan now requires more time than the Bstimated time
given on the job card to complete the task.
The only person who oan make alterations to a job oard i~
the planning manager. By not allo~ing the foreman to make
alterations, serves a dual purpo~e. Firstly, the shop
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floor control is tightened as the planning manager is up
to date at aU times with any change~that have occurred
on a job. Secondly, it makes it impossible for the foreman
to meet their deadlines.
.to adjust estimated times. and they are therefore forced
UPDATE "s" JOS MENU*******¥***********
PleesE:!select one of the following****************************
1 Updote mechenlcel work
;2 Update electrical work
3 Update panelbe<'Jtinawork
4 Update sprZlypainting work
5 Return to Job cord menu
Please enter your choice here 7'
Figure 6024 Update menu for "a" Jobs
After having acc~ssed the alterations menu shown in figure
6.24. the user must select the work they wish to update.
If they wish to update the electrical w6rk, in the case of
a "B" job the computer will go ,~othe eleotrical "8" job
t
file and see if eleotrioal wOrk has been entered for this
"B" job. H a job number does not exist then the \.l,serwill
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not be allowed to make alterations to the job card. Any
alterations which are made to the job oard are again
stored in the respective "8" or "D" job file, and the
estimated time is transferred to the respective journal
file.
6.2.3 Work completed on a job
The third option on the menu, is the password protected
option, of entering what work has been done on a job. The
people who can access this section are the foremen and the
planning manager. When selecting this option the use~ is
first asked to decide between entering work done on a "B"
job or a "0" job. On seLeot Lng the job type, for
disoussion pur;.oses a "8" job, the following menu will
appear, as shown in figure 6.25.
"
'~
MENU FOA WORK DONE. ON 6 JOBS
********~******~.~*"·~'f;********
Fleosl3 select one of the ,'ollowlns
****************************
1 Enter mechcmical ~~ork clone
2 Enter electric~1 work donla
3 Enter pcm~lbeeltin9 wo,.-k done
4 Ent:ar sp('i!lypaintlns work dOI'1e
5 Return to Jab cord menu
Flease enter your choice here '?
Figure 6 ..25 Menu for work done on "Bu jobs
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In the case of the electrlcal foreman, he would choose the
option of entering work done on an electrical job. The
user will now have to type in the job number for the
electrical job he wishes to update. This job number will
now be looked up by the computer in the electrical "8" job
file. If the job card does exist, then the data entry
screen shown in figurs 6.26 will appear,
***DOORNKOP WORV-5HOP*** Electrical 82
Moke of vehicle
Reglstr.otion of vehlc:!e
Odometer reedlns
Holding compe!ln),
To),oto 4x4
NMP 319 T
34532 Km
JKL Ltd
Figure 6 ..26 Data entry screen for work done on job B2
Enter work done here ~ I Actual tIme-
1.
2.
3m
4"
5.
On this data entry screen the foreman enters the tasks
completed, as well as the time they took him to complete.
"
This information is stored in th~ "Elecdone "E" job" file,
and the actual hours worked on the job are transferred to
the "8" journal file. This information should be entered
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every evening after the days work is finished. With this
informat10n being entered every evening it means that the
workshop manager can call for a printout of the workshop
journal every morning, and can immediately see how much
work was done on the job the previ ous day. A comparison
..
can also be made from this printout between actual hours
worked and estimated hours, therefore the workshop manager
will know exactly what the status of every job is.
6.2.4 Job cards for reject jobs
The fourth option on the job card menu, is the reject job
card option. As can be seen in figu~e 6.27, the reject job
card menu is a dUplicate of the job card menu shown in
figure 6.21.
REJECT JOB CARD MENU FOR B JOEJ3*******************************
Pleosa select one of the followin9****************************
1 Enter chew re)jact job cord
Update an existing reject Job card
Enter work done on e reject job
Printout of completed/in progress reject job c~rc:J
Printout of new raject Job cord
Return to main job card erid spares requisition men
Plecse enter your cholce here 'i'
FIgure 6 ..27 Reject job cards for "8" jobs
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The separate options within the reject job card menu,
which are the same options as those in the arigirN3.1job
card menu, can only be accessed by the same people that
could access them in the original job card menu.
When trying to aOOeSs this meriu the user is first asked
whether the reject job is a "8" job or a "D" job. For
discussion purposes it will be assumed to be a "8" job,
and therefore the user is taken to the rejeot job oard
menu for "8" jobs. The f i rs t, option on this menu , is that
of entering a new reject jo~ card. On selecting this
option, the user will be asked to enter a job number. The
computer then goes to the job card files and starts to
search through these in order to find a matching job
number to the one enterec T~e first file which the
computer con sLdez-s is the meohan LoaI "8" job file. It
looks through this file for the particular job number
entered by thd user, and on nat finding it in this file it
goes to the eleotrical "8" job file and looks here. If it
still has net found the job number after this then it goes
to the panelbeating file and finally the spraypainting
file. Access to the new reject job card menu Rcreen is
granted as soon as the computer finds a corresponding job
number in one of the files an~ thereafter confirms that a
reject job card corresponding to this number has not yet
been entered. In order to see whether a reject job oard
corresponding to this job number already exists the
ocmpu t er ~7ill search through the "reject "8" job" r'Ll.e. If
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the job number is found in the reject "8" job file then
access is denied to the new rejeot job card screen, and
the user is instructed to select option number 2, update
of work to be done on an existing reiect job card, The
reason the computer first checks through the different job
files, is because there can be no rejects for a non
existent job.
The new r.eject job card entry screen is identical to the
new job oard screen, exoept that details such as make of
vehicle, registration number, odometer readi~g and holrting
company have already been filled in. These details are
obtained from t,e ~ob card file that has a job number
corresponding to the reject job number. All the reject
t asks are ent ered on the same job card and in one common
section, irrespective of them being mechanioal,
electrical, panelbeating or spraypainting tasks, When a
new job card has been entered or an existing one updated)
then this information is stored in t he "reject "13"job"
file.
The only people who can acoess th~ third option on the
reject job card menu; enter work done on a reject job, are
the forem~n and the planning manager. Any work whioh is
entered as having been done on a rejeot job is stored in
the "rejdone "8" job" file. The data entry soreen for vork
done on a reject job is the sam~ as that shown in figure
6.26, except that it is now for reject jobs, The prooeclu~e
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for printing a new reject job card or a s~mi/complete
reject job card. is identical to that used for proper job
cards and ~ill be uiscussed in sections 6,2.5 and 6.2.6.
6.2.5 Printout of new job card
The fifth option on the menu is that of a new job card
printout. The only people who Oan acoess this option are
the workshop manager and the planning manager. The
printout menu which is linked to this option is shown in
figure 6.28.
PRINTOUT MENU FOR NEW "8" JOB CARDS***********************************
Flecstl select one of the followlns****************************
Print on entire lob cord
Print mt;lchanlC<!S1work only
Print electrical work only
Frlnt pcnalbeZ!ltlns work emly
Frlnt eprc>,pcintlns work only
Return to mi!'.linJob card I!lnd Sp/!l res ra<=tUs1tionmenu
Fleosa errtar your choice her13 7'
Figure 61>28 Printout menu for new "'s" jobs
'I
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In urder to printout a neW job oard the computer only has
to acoess the mechanical "8" job file, the eleotrico.l "8"
job file etc. It does not have to access both the
mechanical "B" job and the meohdone "B" jClb file to
produce a neW job card printout, but this is not the case
for a fUlly/semi completed job card.
The job card is printed onto a standard job card
(DO 1813), as shown in Appendix A. The printout function
of the computer was purposefully set up to do this, sv
that When management were given a demonstration of how the
package works they would not disoard it for the reason
that they now had to order and make UP new stationery. The
oomputer prompts the user who requites a printout by
asking the user to please ensure a new DO 181a is in the
printer and is properly lined up.
As shown in figure 8.28, ~here are a number of options
available to the user. If the user ohooses to printout a
whole job oard or a partioular seation only, then the
oumputer will ask the user how many oopies they require.
The user can make up to a maximum of th"t;,sOOPi88, and the
default value is se~ at one. When printins an entire job
oard the oomputer draws information from the meobanical
"8" jOb file right through to t he Spl.·Soypaintin/t"B" job
file. Everr subseotion is printed on Soseparatm DD 1813.
Figure 6.28 shows a printout for a single section of a new
job card, 'Iha t has be en dd scus sed above at;'pliesequally
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well to a printout for a new reject job card.
Figure 6.28 is shown on page 1: . ;nis figure has no titl~
as it ts an official dooument.
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8.2.6 Printout of a completed or in progress job card
This o~tion can only be aocessed by the planning and
workshops manager. The menu for this option is identical
to that shown in figure 6.28, except that new the user is
not printing out new job cards but rather com~leted or in
Progress job cards. The oomputer again prompts the user
about aligning the DO 1813 as described above. The
difference between the oomputer printing out a new job
card and a completed or in progress job card, is that the
{~om1?uter must ac ce as both the mechanical "Bit job file and
the meohdone "8" job file in order to do the printout. An
example of this printout is shown in figur~ 6.30. this
figu~e has no title as it is an official document.
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6.3 The DD 1873 or stores indent form
mhe third option on the opening screeli to be considered is
that of the DO 1873 or stores indent form. As mentioned in
chapter 6.2, a common screen exists for the DO 1873 ~nd
the,job oards; this screen is shovn in figure 6.20. All
users oan gain access to this screen, since the s~oras
indent menu option is shared with the job card menu
option. By the user selecting the spares requirements
option, access is gained to the spares requisition menu,
shown in figure 6.31. The people who are allowed to acoess
this menu are the workshop manager, planning nanager and
the in/out inspector. The first option On this menu is
that of entering a new DO 1873.
SP.~RES REOUtSITION MENU***********************
Ptel:3se select one of the followina****************************
1 Enter l:I new DO 1973 for 1:3 "B" Job
:2 Update en existing DD 1S73 for" a "8" Job
3 Printout of e completed DD~87:3 for I!S "8'; Job
4 Obtc:Jinc:Jsperes status report for .., "S" job
5 Enter e neW DD 1873 for I:) "D" job
S Upd",te en existing PD 1873 fot'" a "0" job
7 Printout of e completed DO 1673 for a "0" Job
B Obtl:lin 1:1 spares sttltus report 'for Z:I "D" job
S Retum to melin Job card end spares rSCJUlsitlon mert.;
FtS!:lsO enter your choice her'e 'i'
)
.~
Figure 6 ..31 Menufor thE~ requisition of sp6res
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6.3.1 New stores indent form
This option is not password protected since it goes to a
common menu, rel'erred to as "lIl ... IU 1 for "B" job DD 1873s".
This menu is shown in figure 6,32. This menu would not
appear in the proper workshop management program since it
would cause to much confusion. This menu wouid be combined
with menu 2, shown in figure 6.33, to form a single menu
shown in figure 6.34. The two menus were not combined in
the trial program, since the menus did not affect the
output of the program. The reason for the two menus is
that during the development stages of the program the
actual sizes of the different subprograms were not known,
and nor are the menu options. This results in these types
of menu arrangements being present.
nENU 1 FOR "6" J06 PO 1673·s***************************
Fle~$a select one of the following****************************
, Enter ~ new DO 1873
Obtain a spares status report
Goto menu 2. for "8" job DD 187::Ps
Return to meln job cl!lrd l:Ind spl!lres reCjlJisition men
Please enter your choice here ?
"--- J
Figure 6 a32 Menu 1 for "8" job DD 1873
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MENU 2 FOR "B" JOB DD 18'73·s***************************
Plaose ~elect one of the following*******************~********
1 Upd~ts \:In existing DD 1873
12 Obtain a DO 1B7:3 Printowt
13 Goto menu 1 for "8" job DO 1873"9
14 Return to main Job c;ord errd spares requisition meru,
Please entel'" your choice here '?
Figure 6 ..33 MenLl 2 for "8" job DO 1873"s
MENU FOR "B" J08 DO 1873"s*************************
Please select one ot' the foUowing****************************
~ Enter 0 new DO 1873
12 Update an existing DO '873
3 Obta~ a spares status report
4 Obti:lin i:I DO 1873 printout
5 Retum to main Job cerd end spares requisition rneru,
Please enter your choice here 'i'
Figure 6 ..34 Proposed menu for "8" job DO 1873"s
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The first option on menu 1 for "8" job [l01873s, is that of
entering a new DO 1873. This section is password protected
and the only users who can access it are the planning
manager and the in/out inspector. After the user has
selected this option they are required to enter the job
number of the job for which they wish to type in a
OD 1873. The computer then goes to the job card files and
starts at the mechanical "8" job file to look fo::-the job
number just entered. If it does not find the job number in
the meohanioal "8" job file, then it goes to the
eleotrioal "8" job file. If it does not find it in this
file then it will continue to look through the
panelbeating and finally the sparypainting file. If no job
card can be found to match this job number, then the user
is not allowed to enter a OD 1873. This policy is based
on; "No job number equals no spare".
When the computer manages to find a job card that matohes
this job number, it will then searoh through the "spares
"8" job file" or "spares "0" job file", depending on the
job number entered, to see whether a DO 1873 corresponding
to this job number alreadY exists. If a DO 1873 does
already exist then the user will b~ told to go to menu 2,
and select the option for updating an exi!ting DO 1873. If
the oomputer can not find a DO 1873 ~r this job number.
then the user is given aocess t~ the data entry screen for
a new stores indent form. Figure 6.35 shows the data entry
screen for a new DO 1873. The user can enter a total of 83
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spares per job on the demonstration package. The user is
first required to enter the part number and the
description. The part number is again enteled in four'
separate parts as explained earlier. Once these details
have beer, entered the USer is required to state whether
the epares are "A" or "E" class it ems as well as the
number of spares required, It would be ideal if the final
package had enough speed to search for spares and then
determine whether these are "A" or "E" class items and
thereby not have to rely on the user to enter these
details. Once all this information has been entered on the
computer then it is stored in the spares "B" joo file or
the spares "D" job file depending on whether it is a "B"
or "D" job,
**DOORNKOP WORKSl .,s** Job number 82
Data entry screen for e DO 1873 peJ~e 1
NATO/ID/Pa,·t No uescription A/E Quant[ty
"~
1
I I II
"J
Figure 6.35 Data entry screen for e DD 1873
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6.3.2 U;?dating an existing DD 1873
The second option on the spares requisition menu, is that
of updating an existing DO 1873 for a "8" job. On
selecting this option the user is tak~n to menu 2, which
is shown in figure 6.33. This menu is once again not
password protected since it is a common ~~nuJ as discussed
earlier. The option which must be selected on this menu is
that of updating an existing DD 1873.The only person who
can access this option is the planning manager. If
everybody were allowed to access this region then it would
allow for large soale pilferage. The user is required to
enter the job number of the CD 1873 to be updated. The
computer now searches through the spares "8" job file to
see whether a DO 1873 does correspond to this job number.
When the computer has found the DO 1873 which oorresponds
to this job number, it asks the user from what page he
would like to begin ur- ;;9.ting.The computl;Jrthen goes to
the page entered or else to the defau:t page, page 1. The
data entry screen is the same as that shown in figure
8.35, except that now the columns are filled in.
A featUre that has not been included on the demonstration
package but must be inoluded in the final multi-user
paokage, is that no information about a spare can be
1hanged on a DO 1873, onoe the spares entered on the DO
1873 have been withdrawn from stock. This feature will
prevent pilferage, by not allowing people to go and change
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a quantity after the spare has baen issued. The only time
that a spare whioh has been issued r_;f.itI \)'.: alt ered on a
DD 1873 is in the following example. ~f two widgets are
required but there is only one in the store, and
management deoides to go ahead with the job, then after
the issue has been made. the quantity required aooording
to the DO 1873 will now be (ne. This value oan now be
altered since the spare has not been issued.
Another featUre which has not been included in the
demonstration package but must be included in the
multi-user package, is, that the oomputer must oheck
whether a spare has been ordered twioe or not. This will
be done by the oomputer checking all part numbers of
spares that have been entered on the DO 1873 by the method
described in chapter 6.1. If the computer finds a match
then the user must be given the option of whether they
want to order additional spares or disregard the part
number they just entered.
6.3.3 Spares status report
The third option to be considered is that of the 8pares
status report. After having seleoted this option the user
is taken to menu number 1, where the spares status report
option is seleoted. This password protected option can
only be acoessed by the workshop and the planning manager.
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The spares St8.tl1Sreport is the most powerf1l1 job p Lann i.ng
report that can be attained from the data bnse. It is the
report that tells the planning manager, only seoonde after
a DO 1873 has been entered on the computer, what the fill
out fOr spares is with respect to a DD 1973. This report
oan only be seen as a printout and has no view faoility. ~
sample report is shown in figure 6.36. This report is
drawn UP from the sp ar es "8" job file as w.;·ll as the "A"
and "E" item file:::.'.The quantity required aco ord Lng to the
"8" job file. is compared ;.riththe quantity ava ILab Le in
the II A" or IIEII item file .. depending on t he class t.:lf spare,
If the quantity available is equal to or greater than the
quantity required, then there is a fill out for this
spare. If ther~ is not a fill out then the reason is
specified and it oan only be for one of two reasons. These
reasons are, firstly, there is no such part in stook,
seoondly, the part is in stock. but there is not
sufficient to meet the order requi~ement.
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----->
o
o
o
o
01
01
01,0,
o
o
01
I 0 :
,0
= 11 °
10
10
10
10
i,0
1°
1°
10
J
°10
NATO/ID/F~rt number Description Qu~ntity Fil!out
Reqt..ired
1234-AA-557-67B9 Br~ke cylinder 2 N
1234-BB-567-6769 Hindscreen 1 Y
1254-GH-456-S367 Gec:lrbox 1 N
1B97-RR-895-09B7 Alternator 1 Y
1B76-TT-7B9-5432 Clutch kit 1 Y
Stockout rec:lson
Low stock :present stock
5p~re not on line
I
.......
co
!",.,)
I
Figure 6.,36 Spares status report for a "811 job
The fill out for a particular job changes the whole time
with the ~omputeri~ed system as there is no reservation of
computer stock. As an example job No 1 CQuld have had a
88% till out yesterday, and was waiting for Jnly one spare
to arrive, which was due today. After this spare has
arrived and a new status report is requested, it could be
found that only a 80% fill out exists and not 100% as
expeoted. This situation exists, beoause between the time
that the two spares status reports were requested, the
spares for job NCI 2 were issued a.s this job had a 10m~
fill out. In order to get the 10m~ fill out fen job No 3
some of the same spares as required for job No 1 were
req~ired for job No 2.
The above, is a classic example of what can happen in a
dynamic stock control system. This \:o1ouldneVer have
happened in a static FIFO system where spares reservation
takes plt.oe. It is better to have a dvn ami,csystem that is
run on a firs·t filled, first served baa is , than have jobs
not being started beoause ~he spares have been reserved.
as desoribed by the example in ohapter 4.
6.3.4 Printout of a completed DO 1873
The fourth option on the spares requisitio~ menu takes the
ueer t~ menu 2. The only person who can acoess the,
printout of a oompleted DO 1673 op~ion, is the planning
manager. When the user anters the job number for whioh a
DD 1873 printout is required, the oomputer first ohecks
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that t~is stores indent form does exist. After locating
the DD 1873, the oomputer warns the user. that if this
printout is made, then the Btook appearing on the printout
will be withdrawn from oomputer stook in the different
item files. The stores indent form is then printed onto
the standard DD 1873, as shown in Ugure 6.37. This
printout would then be the prompt for the store man to go
and retrieve these spares from the respective bins. On the
printout is found the quantity of spares to be removed,
the bin number where the spares are found, as well as the
unit prioe of a spare. This information is drawn from
either the "AU item file or the "E" item file dependilig on
what the spare is classified as.
As the printout is produoed the oomputer changes the stook
levels for the respective items in their item file. The
spares whioh now appear on the DD 1873 have been removed
from the computer stock and therefore have now been
reserved in the physical stock. Every time a DD 1873 is
printed, the following information is transferred to the
"A" item usage file or the "En item usagE: file depending
on the type of spare. The following details are
transferred to the usage files, the part number, the job
the spare was used for, how many spares were withdrawn, as
~ell as the time and date of withdrawal.
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•.,.}
~~ ~ J
o I Doornkop Workshops DD 1673
Date 07-1216-91
I I~.....co01
I
0
0
0
01
I
o}
NATO/ID/Pl:lrt number
01
o I 1234-5T -576-7891
() I 3421-2Z-769-0987
() I 0854-FH-567-0192
I 6721- FO-758-3332
Job card No 82
Description Quontity Signoture
Required head of section
5pZlrk plug 4
Carburettor 1
Fuel filter 1
Head gasket 1
Page No 1
Bin number Quantity
issued
1036 4
112167 1
2543
1765 1
10
Price
10
5..5 I 0
225G I 0
1121..0 10
I9121 ..00 0
I,0,0
10
10
Figure 6 ..37 DO 1873 printout
10
6.4 Journal files
The fourth option on the opening screen to be considered
is the option of journal files. The user is asked to
select either the "8" journal or the "D" journal option.
Both options are password protected and the only people
who can access th~m are the planning manage~and the
workshop manager. On selecting the "8" JOUrnal option the
user is taken to the "8" journal menu shown in
figure 6.38. The user can select one of two options from
this menu, the first being the journal enquiry.
S .JOURNAL MENU**************
pra~se $611:)01; one of the following****************************
1 ..Joul"'nel ehqUiry
12 Update specific Journal entry
ts Return to main menu
Flei!ls;~ enter your choice herB '?
Figure S,,38 8 Journal menu
'I
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6.4.1 Journal enquiry.
This option allows the user to either view the report or
receive a printout of it. This report acts as the workshop
managers eyes and ears, since he can now see which jobs
are in progress as well as the work which has been done on
the different jobs in the shop. The user is asked to enter
the number of the job for which the enquiry is required
and must then select whether they wish to view the enqui~y
or receive a printout of it. A sample printout is shown in
figure 6.39.
Details such as the holding oompany, registration number,
description, estimated and aotual times, are all retrieved
helm the "job S" files and the "done job S" files. The
actual hours worked, which are displayed on the printout,
are up to date with the actual hours delivered at olose of
work on the previous day,
The journal report is not printed onto standard
stationary, since this journal report is a modifioation to
the existing journal. The following modifications have
been made.
a) The existing journal does not show if work was halted
because additional spares whioh were unavailable Were
reqUired. The modified journal has spaoe to show the
two most recent work stopp~ges that were uaused due to
spares not being present. The spares whioh were not
present for the most recent sto?page are shown on the
printout. This aids the workshop manager in knowing why
a job has been halted as well as him being able to
personally pursue on a daily basis the missing spare.
b) The second item wh~,h does not appear on the existing
journal, is the estimated and actual times for all the
jobs.
All ~ii~ dates which are seen on the journal printout, are
entered separately by the planning manager on the
appropriate daces,
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CD
I
I0,0,
01
o
o
o
o
o
°1
01
ro
o
JOURNAL ENQUIRY FOR JOB 83
Registration No BZV 40'21T Holding Company ABDC Inc8
Description Nlsszm 4x4
fic>~ Jest received 05/1213/91
In-inspection 13/1213/91
C:ailed in '218/03/91 Equipment received 10/1213/91
Work started 16/03/91
WORKTO BE DONE
Mechanical work
Etactrical work
Panelbeating work
Sprz:lYP<:Iintlngwork
ESTIMATED TIME
12.5
5
10..5
11.5
ACTUAL TIME
11.5
5
121
121
Additional stores dd/mm/yy Stores r'celved dd/mm/yy Restart dd/mm/yy
Restart 24/03/91Additional stores 2121/03/91 Stores received 24/03/91
Additional s"tores: Gearbox
Out inspec"tion dd/mm/yy Documents copmlete dd/rnm/yy Collected dd/mm/yy
Estim~ted time 39.5 Actual time 16.5
--------
Figure 6 a39 Sample report for a journal enquiry
I,0
10
10
10
10
1°
1°
1°,0
10
10
10
6.4.2 Updating a journal enquiry
The only person who can access this option is the planning
manager. The user is once again asked to enter the job
number of the job he wishes to enter details for. The
computer then checks if this job exists in the journal
file. If it does not exist in the journal f_le then no job
card has yet been opened for th~.sjob and access is
therefore denied. On finding that a journal entry does
exist for the job number entered, the user is taken to the
journal update menu, which is shown in figure 6.40. What
can be noticed on the menu, is that for the firs~ three
entries on this menu, all of these events occur before a
job card has been drawn up. The journal will however Fhow
absolutely no reoognition of the fact that this vehicle
does exist.
The way to overcome the above problem, is t~at when a
req1iBst is received, a job number must be given to the
j?b. This is not viable in practioe though, because ~
large number of job requests are cancelled by the holding
oompany because the workshop is overloaded with work and
it will take the company a long time to get their vehicle
returned to them, and therefor~ they send it to another
workshop. The second reason that it is not viable is
because the workshop will call in a job but the job will
never arrive at the workshop. It therefore is not viable
to reserve job numbers.
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JOURNALUPDATE MENU*******************
Ffe<:l!:.t3select one of the following********~*******************
1 Updote reqUest received dote
:2 Update call in date
:3 Updete equipment received de!lte
I Upd<:lta in-inspection data
5 Updote work stor'ted dZlte
6 L!j:ld<:lte2:!dditionalstores date
~7Update sores received date
El Update worl< restart dote
9 Updote out inspection d<:lte
1121Update dccumerrcs complete date
11 Update ccllecrton d<:lte
12 Return to "1:;1'1 jcur-nel menu
Fleese enter your chctca here 'i'
Figure 6,.40 Menu for updating specific journal entries
6.5 Archives
The oomputer paokage in order to be viable must have a
data base oapabLe of storing 999 "8" and "0" job cards as
well as their respective stores indent forms. Once the
computer has got 999 of these entries then they must be
I
stored in archives either on floppy disks or stiff disks.
By doing this maintenance is continuouslY being carried
out on the da.ta base and it is not beins overloaded.
1Whenever information is required ~rom the archives then
this can be done by means of a personal computer (PC). The
archive program written for the PC w41l first look through
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the job cards and traoe the vehicles by means of
registration numbars. Onoe the registration numbers have
been found then it is just a matter of recalling the
stores indent forms oorresponding to the job number
entered. This will give management the chanae to acoess
whether a problem has beoome repetitive or not.
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7 Case study
A case study was carried out using twenty nine randomly
selected items within the store. The aim of the study was
to determine the difference in stock value when using the
Min-Max approaoh as opposed to the EOQ and ROP approaoh.
The differenoe in stock value would be determined by the
difference in cost when loading the store to capaoity for
each of the individual items found on the bin cards. In
the oase of the Min-Max approach the store is olassified
as being loaded to capacity for a single item when the
quantity in stock for that item is equal to the maximum
value. To have the store loaded to capaoity when using the
BOQ and ROP approach, would mean to have an amount in
stock equal to the BOQ value plus the ROP value. The
twenty nine bin oarda which were randomly selected from
the stores all represented E class items, and the items
came to a joint valve of R 683.12.
The information which was round on the individual bin
cards is shown in table 7.1. The first column in this
table displays the part number of each individual item.
The second oolumn represents the cost price for each item.
Columns three and four sh~w what the minimum and the
maximun stook quantlties ror each individual itcm should
be.
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ITEM CONTROL NUMBER PRICE MIN MAX
('Rands)
4760-LE-OOO-5349 5.89 6.00 12.00
5930-12-165-8728 191.66 7.00 14.00
2540-18-420-1348 .51.42 100.00 200.00
2520-AA-021-7628 35.65 10,00 20.00
2910-12--123-0866 8.21 10.00 20.00
OOOO-LE'-OOO-3823 0,82 6.00 12.00
4720-LE-OGO"1981 15.10 8.00 16.00
5305-LE-OOO-5176 1.12 50,00 100.00
2530-12-123-2~'33 1,70 24.00 48.00
2530-12-155-06<1::1 3,38 25.00 50.00
OJOO-AA-014.-l)853 74.82 25.00 50.00
'i. 530-Ln:-000-'1833 22.21 20.00 40.00
2680-LE-001-7185 1)2.31 .5.00 10.00
0000-14- 214-272::1 7.00 4.00 8.00
2530-LE-oon~r;208 37.60 6.00 12.00
2530 -At>-.-0<1?-(1806 112.53 20.00 40.00
2830-LE-OuO-t'026 :31.92 4.00 8.00
,1730-AA-O1:1-(;183 1.33 $.00 6.00
2510",18-422"0244 16.72 5.00 10.00
5340-18-411-7192 2.83 10.00 20.00
OOOO-Ak-006~ 1018 0.50 10.00 20.00
2920-AA-0/! 7··3301 24.50 2.00 4.00
OOOO-AA-O 1-3"8555 29.38 4.00 8.00
OOOO-AA-047"3238 8.81 4.00 8.00
2S20-A.\-021-7302 3.20 5.00 10.00
5330-14-180-5872 ..3.20 12.00 25.00
tl780-18 -401-1863 1.23 2.00 4.00
5310-AA-007''8254 0.13 50.00 100.00
OOOO-AA-D21-4088 2.66 2.00 4.00
4bJ.:L1..1 t1inimllm :::!.Odms.xim1Jm ,Y.alue$ for the ,f;ltcl!;k item.S.
In table 7.2, the demand per year and the standard
deviation in demand per year in the lead time were
o~lculated from inform~tion found on the bin cards. The
lead time was set at three weeks and was based on the past
experience of the stOte manager. Tbe order set up cost of
R 8-48, was determined for the worst possible case, The
cost is based on the following assumptions~
a) It takes the store manager 15 minutes to oomplete the
administration Nork required to order a spare, and an
additional 10 minutes to paok away the spare and do the
necessary administration required on receipt of the
spare. The store manager earns R 2000-00 per month and
works a 22 day month, 8 hours per day,
b) If the spare is not delivered and the store truck must
go to fetch the spare then two temporary staff members
must drive a return trip of 200 Km which takes four
hours. The temporary staff are paid R 7"42 f F..!l' day and
the cost of using the truck is R 0-45 per kilometer.
c) It is assumed that on a single trip twelve spares can
be loaded on the truck.
Set UP cost::: (2000x25)/(22x8x60) + 7.42 + 200xO.45
= R 101-76
Since t.welve different spares a:".' t.'l"~"Hi ~.;)rtrip the
set up cost for an indivIdual apare 13:
Set u~ cost ~ 101-76/12
:::R 8-48
The EOQ and ROP are calculated using the above.
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ITEH CONTROL NUMBER DEMANO/YR SD/YR LEAD TIME SET UP EOQ ROE'
(Rands)
4760-LE-000-5348 4.00 0.58 0.0577 8.48 8 1
5930~12-165-872S 8.00 1.34 0.0577 8.48 2 1
2540-18-420-1348 54.00 2.81 0.0577 8.48 10 4
25Z0-AA-021-76Z8 23.00 0.64 0.0577 8.48 8 2
2810-12-123-0966 18.00 2.;38 0.0577 8.48 15 2
00OO-LE-000-3823 7.00 0,96 0.0.577 8.48 28 1
4720-LE-000-1881 18.00 0.67 0.0577 8.48 11 1
5305-LE-OOO-5178 32.00 3.02 0.0577 8.48 52 3
2EI30-12-123-2733 51.00 2.35 0.0577 3.48 .53 4
2530-12-155-0649 51.00 1.47 0.0577 8.48 38 4
0000-AA-014-0853 136. ') 1.36 0.0577 8.48 16 4
2530-LE-OOO-4833 7.uO G.55 0.0577 8.48 5 1
2580··LE-OOl-7185 14.00 1.10 0.0577 8.48 5 1
0000-14-214-2728 1.00 0.00 0.0.577 8.48 4 1
2530··LE-000-5208 4.00 0.58 0.0577 8.48 3 1
2530..AA-047-8806 23.00 0,82 0,0577 8.48 4 2
2930-LE-000-5026 11.00 0.00 0.0577 8.48 6 1
4730-AA-013-0193 5.00 0.58 0,0577 8.48 18 12510..18-422-0244 5.00 0.00 0.0577 8.'18 5 1
5340-18-411-7182 6,00 0,55 0,0577 8,48 18 1
OOOO-AA-006-1018 16.00 0.88 0,0577 8.48 55 12820··AA-047-8301 15,00 1.73 0.0577 8.48 8 ,.,_;.,OOOO-AA-018-:3555 5.00 0,00 0.0577 S.48 4 1OOOO-AA-047-3238 9.00 0.00 0.0577 8.l18 8 1251.10-AA-021-7362 11.00 0,84 0.0577 8.~8 18 1
5330-12-166-587t 24.00 2.37 0,0577 8,48 27 3
4730-18-401-3.863 5.00 0.50 0,0577 8.48 20 1
5310-AA-007-82M 8,00 0.35 0.0577 8.48 81 1OOOO-AA-021-4088 10.00 1.63 0,0577 8,48 19 1
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ITEM CONTROL NUMBER PRICE MAX EOQ+ROP MAX EOQ+ROP
(Rand s ) PRICE PRICE
(RANDS) (Rands)
4760~LE~000-5348 5.88 12,00 8,00 70,68 53,01
5930~12-165-8728 181,66 14.00 3,00 2,683,24 574,88
2540-18-420-1348 51.42 200,00 14.00 1.028E+4 719,88
2520-AA-021-7628 35.85 20,00 10,00 713,00 856, ,50
2810-12-123-0868 8,21 20.00 17.00 164.20 138.57tJCtOO-LE-OOO-3823 0.82 12,00 28.00 9.84 23,78
4720-LE-000-1881 15,10 16.00 12.00 241. 60 181.20
5305-LE-000-5178 1.12 100.00 55,00 112.00 61.60
2530-12-123-2733 1.70 48.00 57.00 81,60 88.80
2530-12-155-0648 3.38 50.00 42,00 168.00 141.86
0000-AA-014-0853 24.62 50.00 20.00 1,231,15 482.46
2530-LE-OOO-~833 22.21 40.00 6.00 888,40 133.26
2590"LE-00 1-718.5 .52,31 10.00 6.00 523.10 313,86
0000-14-214-2728 7,00 8.00 5,00 56.00 !3.5.00
2530 ··LE···OOO-5208 37.60 12.00 4.00 451.20 1·5£.1•0
2530-AA-047-9806 112.53 40.00 6.00 4,501.20 675.18
2930-LE-000-5026 31. 92 8.00 7.00 255.36 223.44
47S0-AA-013-0183 1.33 6.00 20.00 7,98 28.60
2510-18-422-0244 16,72 10,00 6,00 167,20 100,32
5340-18-411-7182 2.33 20.00 18,00 46.60 44,27
OOOO-AA-006-1018 0.50 20,00 .56,00 10.00 ~8.00
2820-AA-047-9301 24,50 4.00 10.00 88.00 3:5.00
0000-AA-019-3555 28.38 8,00 5,00 235.0t! 147.03
0000-AA-047-3239 9,81 8.00 10.00 78.,18 98.10
2.520-AA-021-7362 3.20 10,00 18.00 32,00 60.80
5330-12-186-5872 3,20 25.00 30,00 80,00 96.00
4730-18-401-1863 1. 23 4.00 21. 00 4,82 2.5.83
.531O-AA-007-9254 0,13 100,00 82,00 13.00 10,66
00OO-AA-021-4088 2.66 4.00 20,00 10.6t! 53.20
TO't'ALCOSTe; . t.:ands j 698,1~i 2,328E+4 5 I 30i3,7\:1
TabId 7 ,:3 Cost jmplica.tiQn$~lj ffF.!rent orcieI,'ing metbc-';;;_
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Table 7,3 shows the maximum stock quantity for an
individual item wheri using the two different methods of
stock control. Column number two shows the value of the
EOQ plus the ROP, which were calculated from the EOQ and
ROP values found in table 7.2. The third column in table
7.3 shows the maximum number of items that can be present
in the store when using the Min-Max approach. The values
found in oolumns two and three are then multiplied by the
individual value of the spere cancer~~d. The individual
value is found in table 7.1, column two. This yields the
different cost values for the EOQ-ROP approach as well as
the Min-Max approach, these values are shown in columns
four and five respectively.
By using the Hin-Max method the total maximum value of th.
stcQk would have been R 23 220-00, and by using the EOQ
and ROP method it would have been R 5 30B-00. This is an
immediate capital saving of R 17 812-00 or 77~·. The
capital saving of 77% also gives an aocurate indication gf
the amount of extra space that will be generated cy the
reduction in stock levels. By using the FOQ and ROP in a
dynamic data base there will be a constant trend towards
carrying optimum amounts of stock and reducing capital
tied UP in inventories.
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8 Conclusions
a) The c('Jmpany~s not depend ent on staff to provide
the neoessary information and administrative servioe
required to run a dynamic, realtime shop floor control
and stock system. The updating of bin oards and the
flagging of items to be reordered is carried out using
the data base and is no longer dependent on the staff.
b) The excessive delay caused by the paperwork within the
system is removed by the database reduoing the amount
of paperwcrk .
c) The training of temporarY staff is greatly reduoed
since the tasks which were difficult to train these
staff members in, example, searching for [?ares in
catalogue, Updating bin cards and noting that spares
had to be reordered are now computerised.
d) All work that requir~s spares to oomplete the job can
not be done without a job card. This reduces the
opportunities for pilferage and ensures that all jobs
done and hours worked are reoorded.
e) The shop floor oontrol system is dynamio and realtime
This ensu~es that it oan provide UP to date an~W3rs on
job and spares status within a matter of seconds. This
is what helps to ensure that no jobs are started
without a 100% fill out in spares.
f) The stores can be run by usi~g the EOQ and ROP, without
either the store manager or his assistant knowing
anything about stock oontrol. The manager and his
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assistant, are however not made to feel redundant since
the final decision on stock orders is still left to
them, although they will be strongly advioed to order
according to the recommended EOQ.
g) The archives oan be accessed easily and can therefore
provide useful information about service records and
spares used on a vehicle previously. This information
can be used in planning the repair of the vehicle or
helping to locate the cause of damage to the vehicle.
h) The case study Shows that immediate financial and
space benefits can be gained by changing over to the
EOQ and ROP stock control methods.
i) The oomputer program has reduced the amount of
paperwork for the permanent staff. This has now
released these staff to carry out more important
administrative and managerial tasks. This leads to an
overall more effective running of the workshop,
j) The language used to write the package should
preferably be a commeroial data base language, which is
quicker, USeS less disk spaoe and has better search
facilitie~ than basic,
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Appendi~ A - ~tandard stationery
A.l Workshop Journal
The workshop journal is an A3 sh~et of paper referred to
as a DD 1633. The monitoring of work in progress is done
by using this journal. The problems enoountered by using
this journal for shop floor oontrol purposes a~e discussed
in ohapter 3.2.
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Pleose press ENTER to continue
ICOMP~TER NUMBER
2
3
4
5
S
7
8
9
10
DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
Gearbox 1234-ZZ-567-6788
Clutch 6548-GT -6;=12-8965
Petr'ol pump 3210-AA-509-7384
Steering wheelt234-GH-543-7865
6at~ery 4570-HH-676-0987
Headlamp 9476-KL-074-2468
Front grill .. 1209-55-432-9748
Bumper 1256-GG-854-1092
Spl<:lshpl<=lte 1290-EE-S84-5766
Injector unit 12SEi-KK-890-S543
Figure 8 D 10 Screen as seen when vielNing item file
6.1.3 Data print ~enu
This menu is password protected since it allows the user
the facility of producing reports. This Ill_nuis s.rown in
figure B.l1. The people who can acCess this menu are the
workshop and planning manager 6.S well as the stores
manager. The reports which ~re gJnerated on this data
print menu .are identical to those which could be seen in
the data view option. By having both a data vieH and a
data print option it prevents the generation of
unn ecessarv reports. SiOCl3 the 0Jher users: who have no
~eal use for the reports can view the reports in the view
option.
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A.2 WOtkshop demand/Return-lOB" class items
II>
The ~orkshoD Ja~and/return is refer~ed to as a DO 1873,
and is printed on an A4 sheet of paper. This form is not
I.Inlyused for "E" class items, a.s Io)()uldbe suggemted by
the name of the form, but also for "A" class items. The
completion of this form is a laborious and drawn out task
when it is done manually due to the large amount of cross
referenojng required between different catalogues.
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GP>S.OOl-C)11
7530·18-408·9-103
DD t873
\\,ERKPLAASA4.NVRAAGjTEPllGSENUlNG--"E'*-M.AS 11.'E1\15a WOfl.KSHO!' DEMAND/RETURN--"E" CLASS ITEMS
r---..-------· -.----------~------- ..--- ..-
I Werkswinkcl Afdeling
Workshop.. .." .... Section.
Afdeling 00 (Naam in drukskrif)
Section NCO (Print surname)
Datum
Date .....
Werkkaartnr,
Job ca.d No...
Bladsvnr,
Page No ...
Tel. bylyn
Tel. ext.. ... "
Volgende monlasie
~_~"1SSembl~..::.:.:.::... _
Hoofmontasie
Major assembly .....
Hoofuitrusting
Major equipment .__.
NAVo.;rdcntifikasic-/OntlCrded-1 • Hoe-;cci- I Handtekening vak-' Hoe~eel- ' Onl\~g d_cur/.VYOj Aanvraag- • -----
nommer I Bcnaming of beskrywing r.cld_ hoof,anafdeliilg nommer .held. lry~/Aksle nornrner - -
NATO/Identification/Part Nomenclature or description Qbcnod!g Signature Bin QUlt&CT':lk Hcce\:ed,by/ Demand I '1
number U3'!Uly head of section number .oan!Jty • IDit • number Hoeveelheid
reqUIred ISSUed Pr.ce/Actton Quantity
. .
TERUGBF.sORG/RETURNED
Ontvang deur
Received by
I
'1'
Gesertifiseer dat bov=rmelde itc-ns gebruik is op die taak hierbo bcskryf,
Certified that the abov, :.!. ned items were used to complete the task described above.
OIrr/AO/OO in bevel van ./,lding
Ocre/WOJNCO in charge of section .
Uitreiker sc handtckcning en datum
Issuer's signature and date.
A.3 Technical inspection report for B & 0 vehicles
This is a nine page report that is referred to as a
DD 1628. This report is completed for all "8" and "D" type
vehiole~ when they arriva at the workshop by the
in-inspeotor. It is from this report that the job cards
oan be drawn UP stating what work has to be done as well
as the spares ordered to oomplete the dlfferent
maintenance tasks.
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G.P.·S.OQ1'()BB7 7530·1 (\·408·9831
DO 1620
TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT FOR 8 & DVEHICLES
Unit ,., , , '., " t'.lf"nl •• 'I' •• " ,••• ~. Date examined I••••• "I .. I' •• '."h"O.·'I ...•. " .•·'",. .
M Number ' 11 ••• '.0 •••••••••• ", , ••••• Type , ,.__· ,,· "·..1''' .. 1111 •• '.' •••• Make .. '""HO, •••••• ,.'.'.,UH',U', •.•••••••••••••••••
Odometer reading ..
INSTRUCTION
1. This document Is used for all Band 0 vehicles Inspection, maintenance, repair gr BER/BLR purposes.
2. Technical order B vehicles A006 must be used to obtain repair times. (Column d.)
3. This document must be completed In full where applicable for record purposes.
4. Legend:
a. S:::Serviceabls, R=Repalrable, these symbols are used In column b.
b. C=Check, R'=Repalr. E=Excha.nge, A=Adjust, S=Securs, these sympols are used In Column c.
Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares requiredSerial required hours
No.
a b o d e
-'
ENGINE
1. Mounlings, bolls
2. Air cleaner and manifolds
3. Exhaust and silencer, leaks. rat1lel.i
4. Radiator, hoses, tan. cap. coolant mixture strength,
pressure test
5. Water pump and seals
6. Carburettor. filter. throttle opening
I
--
7. Choke operation
8. InjectiOn pump, cQllbmte (60000 km). throl1le
opening, lift pump
9. Inlectors, rellet pressure and spray pattern (60000
krn)
-
10. all sump level. retaining bolts, drain plug
--~
11. Oil pressure
Idle ............... Max ................
7530- i8-408,9831
001628
,
Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares requiredSerial required hours
No.
b Ia c d e
31. 011 coolers. oillSaks ..
32. Transterbox, mountings, 011leaks, operation
33. Prop shafts, universals, sliding joints, bolts, centre Service universals without
beanng ~~ase nipples every 60 000
..
34. Axle wear, oil leaks, Wheel bearing play, king pins,
side shaft end play 2nd and rear axles
35. Tracta jOints
-- -
36. HydrauliC drive
I
37, Winch. rope, rollors
38. Power take'off
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
,
39. Lights, swnches, fuses, focus
40. Alternator genera .'r •. ive, charging rate
41. Wiring screening and routing
42. I Battery and terminals
43. Junction boxes, starter motor and switch
44. Battery carrier and hold down
I
45. Wlndscreon Wiper Operation, blades
46. Instruments operation
I ,,-
47. Rallectors
48. Hooter
49 Windscreen washer
'---
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7530·18·408·9631
DD 1620
Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares requiredSerial rsqulred hours
No.
a b c d e
12. Olllaaks
13. Ignltron, coil, distributor. magneto, wiring, spark
plugs
14. 011cooler
,.
15. Crank case ventilator valve operation
t6. Starter mounting bolts
17. Valve clearance
18. Alternator mounting bolts
19, Compressor mountlng bolts ~.-
20. DriVe belts tension and condition
21, Idle speed
22. Abnormal noises
23, Exhaust brake adjustment and operation
24. Air cooled, cooling fins of cylinder Mads and cylln·
ders, cooling blower operation
25, ruel pump
.~
FUEL SYSTEM
26. Tanks, taps, mountings, cap and vents --
27. FillerS, lines, guages
--.-----
TRANSMISSION
2B. Clutch, wear, linkages. master and slave cylinders
--.
29. Clutch pedal free play
-
30. Gearbox, mountings, controls, oil leaks, operation
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7530-18-406-9831
DD 1626
I" Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares required! S,1rial required hours
I !·'o. a b o d a
t'''_··
!
011coolers, oil leaks~ 31.
32, TransferbC)x. mountings, all leaks, operation
--
33. Prop shafts, universals, sliding joints, bolts, centre Service uniVersals without
bearing ~~ase nipples every 60 000
, 34. Axle wear, oil leaks, wheel bearing play, king pins,
I side shaft end play 2nd and rear axles
35. Tracta [olnts
36. Hydraulic drive
-
37. I Winch, rope, rollers
38. Power take·oH
I ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
.
39. I Lights. SWitches, fuses, focus,
40. Alternatorgenerator drIVEl,charging rate
41, Wiring screElning and roullng
'..
42. Battery and terminals
43. JunctiOll boxes, starter motor and switch I --
44. Battery currier and hold down
I
45. Wlndscreon wiper operation, blades
46. Instruments operation
47, Refloclors
i
.~~
4B. Hooter
49. Windscreen washer
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7530- j 8·408·9831
DD1628
Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares requiredSerial required hours
No.
b da c e
STEERING
50. Wh~el, sleerlng box
51. Olilevel
52. Rods, Jolnls, universals
I 53. Alignment, SjOPS [.
54. i Sle~rlng limiter adjustment
II BRAKES
55. Pedal adJustment
56. Servos, controls
I
57. Park brake Operation
58. Flexible brakli! pipes
-
59. Master cylinder, fluId level
,
60. Air and electrical brake connectors
-, -
61. Trailer brake operation .
I
I
62. i Stop light switch
63. I Brake linings
1--' I
64. ! Air 10hydraulic link rod adjustment
PNEUMATICS
65. High-low fange operation
Go.
I
Dittarent" lock operation
f-
67. I Compressor drive
6B. Wifing on electro pneumatic (,ystem
-
69. Compressor cui in and cui cut pressures
I
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7530·18·408·9831
DD 1628
Iterr: Class WorK M,"" Hernarks.Spares requiredSerial required hours
No.
b da c e
70. Check system for air leaks
~-----
71. Air tanks. rust, mountings, drain valve operation
72. Tyre pump operation ..
..
FRONT SUSPENSION
73. Springs, wear and damage
74. Shackles, wear
75. Shock absorbers, leaks. damage. mountings, rub- _jbers and bolts
76. Shackle hanger retainer bolts/rivets
rt. Bump stop rubbers
78. U bolts, centre bolts
79. Stabilizer system. mountings. links
--
REAR SUSPENSION
80. Shock abscrbsrs, leaks damage, mountings, rub- Ibers and bolts !
-----1
I
61. Springs, wear and damage I
-l
82. Spring slipper blocks j
--I
I
63. Torque rod bushes and mounting bolts i
J
I t84. Trunnion bearing, free play, 011leaks ,II----
85. U bolts, centre bolts
86. Spring hanger bracket bolts
-16C-
Serial
No.
Seat sprlng$, adjusting mechanism
Work
required
7530·18·406·98:':
DD 16(
e
Item
a
Class
c
RomarkS/Spares required
d
67. Shackle hanger retainer bolts/rivets
b
88. Stabilizer system. mountlng$, links
89. Bump stop rubbers
WHEELS
90. Tyres, pressure, thread, oa$:ngs, spare wheel and
carrier
~--+----------------------+----+-------~---+-------------
I
I
91. Wheel nuts and studs I
92. Rims
93. Balancing
~--~~----------------------------+---~~--------,...----~--------.--~-----
nAB AND BODY
94. Body, bows, tallboard, canvas, mountings, tool-
boxes, can carriers
Cab, Windscreen, fenders, bumpers, door locks, do- I
vetails, hinges
~-t----------+--f--~'A" ---;--~------
II-~-t----------------I---+--~--+--+----~---~~- ..-
95.
96.
97. Bonnet adjustment, safety catches
I---I-~--------------t--+---,-----+--_',------.---,-----
I98, Upholstery, cab and body trimmings
~~9_9_'-+_B_o_ot_IO_C_k ~-+ -+ ~ --
~_;O_O_.-+_G_I_aS_S_e_$'_W_ln_d_e_rs_a_n_d_Ve_n_tl_la_to_rs -'I--- __ +-"__._. +_-~.--l.----------.
iI-----~-----------------------------+-.----~---------+-----+----------------
I
101, Paint work
102. Floor mats
103. Cab mountings
104. Locking and safety catches on tilt cabs
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7530-10-408-9831
DD 1628
Item Class Work Man Remarks/Spares requiredSerial required hours
No.
a b c d e
105. Safety belts
106. Mirrors
107. lnepeot cab and body for rust
108. Heating and ventilation system -,
109. Rattles
110, Mud flaps i
Ill. Number plates
CHASSIS
112. Cross members and side rails
113. Cracks, damage, bolts, nuts, rivets, tow hook(s)
ADDITIONAL
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
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7530-18-408-9831
DD 1628
Hem Class Work Man RemarksiSpares requiredSerial required hours
No.
b da c e
ROAD TEST
125. Englnf;l performance. excessive exhaust smoke.
unusual noises
------<
126. Clutch, slippage, snudder
<.
127. I Gearbox, gear selectlon, noises --
128. Splitter box, correct range changes
129. Transferbox correct range changes
-
130. Prop shafts, noises vibrations
--'
131. Axles, noises, dlff locks
132. Brakes, service brake operatlen
--
133. Parkbrake operation
.-
134. Emergency brake operation, exhaust brake opera-
lion
135. Steerln~ wandering, excessive free play, wheel
woob e, noises
1-' ---
TOTAL MAN HOURS
Road.test results O., ••••• 'O•• " •• , ••• , ••••••• _•• '.l.'.II.o;'.'.o •• , .. " ••• ,"j'· ..... II.' •• I.I ... litU.~ ••••••• I ... , .. ft ... Uil ••• I ...... '.'If"."~t'H"""·""H'o,. '"
.0-'" 0 oil 010 ••• t. It ••• ~•• , •• ""," 1'0. lOt. 0' t ••••••••• <I ••• u." u , •• 0 •• ft •• t. II .. 0.0 •••• 10. tI ...... ; •• , ••••• " •• 0.' •••••••• , ... H '0".,.,1", It'" ,"," •• ,' .ot. ,.~ .... u,,' Of "'.1 t ,.
'."'''.'~t. ,.,•...,••..•••..•..••..1••• · , ••• • •••• , ••••••••••••••• I.'.II •••II •••U.I •••• i •• " , •••• ~ 1111 ' ••• ' .. "'11." 1' 11.' ••• '1' ••
•,•••••• " •••••• ·..... , .... " •••• .,.Ih •••••••••••••• f ••• '.', •••••• , •• H••• U•••••• " •• " •._•• ,' .... h.,h.' ••• .,~ •••••••• "•• I.III ..... tt ... t ... '.~H." ••••• H.J.t ... I'I •• I.II: ••••••
Ir-Inspected by: NO'lli""".'U41 •••••. ,., ••• uUt •• Ranko""" .. '.O.ii.'.',1< Narne.. ..,••'.t.tli.i ••• 'H.' ••••f •••• ~f' ••• ' ••. , .. ",11""""'"
Signature , '.. 1 ' ••• , •••••• '·1 ••• ' •••••••• ,. Date"t,t~'tt .•' H.H ••,IIII .. ,"' .,I.' .. Oi " •.........
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7530·18·408·9631
001()2.6
Workshop report on stores and condemnation cert!flcate (DD 1632) ·Issued/Not Issued .
Sentence awarded , ,., ..,..,',." ..,'., ••.,.,',., " ,., ,..,." ,.•, .,. ....••.--
Certified vehicle serviceable
Out-Inspected by: NO..•.••,.•. ,tt •••••••• " •••• Rank Name .••.t, ••• li •••• "."tt ' ••••,,'" Ut •• , •••••••••••••••
Signatute ••.••.•.'·'..•I.h•.t.I I.••••••'.~I'.'•••I•• D&tet, ,.•.h••I It.".'U, ••;••~I.·,.,.,I,.'U,I"••u .
Signature of CC, WKSP or LWT " Da!e ..
·Confirmed/Not confirmed
Signature of TSO I ' ••••• _.. ' ••••• ,I.I' ••I ~.. '.I .. I ,.I.I.I •• I th.;,.~i.hl. Date ' HII'U.' ,.Utt, , Uli •• ' •••
• Delete which Is not applicable.
SCHEDULE REPAIR
This vehicle Is 'servlceable/unservlceable/whlle awa.ltlng call-ln.
• !Jolete which Is not applicable.
The following np ads workshop/LWT attention:
~•• t ••••• Ii." ....1·,1". _••• , i ••••••••••••••• ,., •• , ••• "' t, u•.,"'" t .... ,. '"' I j, t ••• , 1.1' III. I •• f., ••1•••• '. 11'1'" III ~, •• 11110' I. 11•• ". I t I. ,. I. j, ••• ~••• -,... .."" t.f. _I~•• , t ••• '"'" II"
• on,., , "~""H"'" t •• 1•., H••,••••If".fiI""HUU" tUo it '"'0 I f"",1 fli , .. ,I" II ~.. tt. ito••• IIIU IU .• ,H" .,.111'''" H.I., I H, ,III' I t 't. II •.••
,. Ii 1i.1' •••• , •• , to ,. Ii ~ It'. ~I" "' •••• Ii' I t., .••••I" Ii., t '" 1'" ~t" •••• 1" •• '111.11.1 t ••• I t ." •••••••••• I. 1,1, II t I.' I' 1'-'" •.t •• t. t·. '.-11111"'" I", I.' 1" •••••••••• 1110••• ,. 11""" I. I ~"
•••••••• I•••• II ,.I, ••• " ••••••• 'i....•., ,..•..i~.i••••••'."i•••'••,.,.I' ••••••• ,.I •• U.,.,Ut.t •.ntlt·"'lllt'I""'JI"lllfll'HII.tll'·'II""_~"'i'I' •••••• "., ••••
.,., •••, " •••••• , ••••••••••••••••• , ••••• ,1 '"""'-'.'iUtt,t,i,tt ••• , •••• """ •••••• ".".,.""" •••••••••••••••• '1.1•••.1'.1"11 •••'1••'." ••'1,.' •••• , •• , •• t.,~<i •••• ·•
•1.,"i.H ••• "'.H •••·.~..· ''' 4.H••••· i.UU.i' iI i •• ' •••••• 'i "u U.H 'I UI"U.," ••.., li fI "".·
.. 1.II__ i ' " , " .. "" ' •• 'I ••'Ut,. ·•••••i •• " , "., •• ' ••••• i '.,." "." ., ••• '.,1" ' .
Signature vehicle fitter .••., , ., 1'•• ,.•.,."." •••••••••• , ••" Date .•.•I.. ' .. 'i 1 , •., , ••, , ".".1 ••
Works requisition No subrnltted for work required.
\
Signature TPT NCO .•i •••• I•••~jl.H••"' ,.••"U.' 'I.' ~I.H••" , Date """' ..IUU"""Uli Uit_ltiUIII.I,UI,, •• t.it,u, ...
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A.4 Works order
The works order is referred to as a DO 1813 and is printed
on A4 paper. This form is used for both "8" and "0" class
vehicles. It is filled in using the information found on
the teohnical inspection ~eport. A separate form is filled
in for each department, i.e. spraypainting, electrical
etc.
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GP·S OUI....:Z3~ ur) hi'
WERKSORD£R-WORKS ORDER NQ..... . .
Werkplaas
Workshop ..
Toerusting No.
Equipment No .....
Fabrikaat
Make ..
Datum
Date.
Tipe
Type
Enjin of reeks No.
Engine or serial No ..
Ecnheid 5>f formasie
Unit or tormanon .
Odometer- of uurmeterlesing
Odometer or hour meter reading
Werksaanvruag No.
Workshop requisition No ......~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..-----
3ESKRYWIl'lG VAN WERK WAT UlTGEVO£R MOET WORD-DESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE CA).{~11:.1)OU r
'OIf' " " , ··, • ,..H .. H ~ • ~ H UH u , , •• ,., .,.,
u ,,. ,' 1••••• " f ••••••• \ , ••••••••• ' •• H.H.' •• H tt •••••••• , ··' " t,· "
...... _." ••u._••••· , u ••, ••, •••••u,. •••••u ••••••••IH ••• '.' •• ,.u ,•••••••••· " IU , ••••
.............. " •• I.I U ••••••••• U " •• , ••••• I .- , ; u " •••••, .
.......... f04••• U U .. "I U • ·., • otu H'H' ;H u •••• I hH ••
.. • ,., i j. U " to, O u II.'. un_UH, HUH",HJul .. U.UU HUH'" Of ., u .. , ~.. '" u' 'f. " •••n ' •• ·., to , .1. , ••• ' .
Gernagtig deur .
Authorised by ..
Datum
Date . 19.
Opmerkings=-Remarks
Ambagsman
Artisan ..
Toetser
Tester ..
Wkp.Offr.
Wksp. Offr .
Aflos No. Datum
Release No... Datc.............. 19 ..
Gcsertiflseer uaageteken In gcskicdcnislecr
Certified entered in Hlctory File
Geteken
Signed...... . ..
lLlla.u UIlI-i'. r.o,
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Appendix B - Demonstration package
The minimum hardware requirements to run the demonstration
paokage are a 640 KB, IBH compatible machine, using MS Dos
ver 3.1 or better with either two, 1.2 Mb floppy drives,
or with only one floppy drive which is a 1.2 Mb drive. The
program will not work on a machine that has two dissimilar
floppy drives or one floppy drive and one "sUffy" drive.
In order to access the package the program disk must be
put in the A d~ive and the data disk in the B drive, where
two 1.2 Mb floppy drives are available. If only one floppy
drive is available then this is the A drive and the
program disk must then be put into the A drive. The user
will be prompted to load the data disk into the A drive as
and when it is required.
The following oommands are then to be entered in order for
the package to work. The sYmbol,...Jshall refer to the enter
btl t ton.
Cnmmand tb type io
3
4 HANSl
...J
...J
F3
...J
1 A:
GWBASIC2
Acoess has now been gained to the paoka~e,
The demonstration package has one spare and one job loaded
onto it, any further information is for the user to enter
-167-
themselves, The job that is already loaded is mechanical
work for job Bl, and the spare entered is for an "A" class
item ~ith nu~ber 1234-AA-567-6789, When using the package
the UOer should work using upparcase letters only and
where passwords are encountered the password to fill in is
"WILSON" ,
-168-
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